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PREFACE
The purpose of this thesis is to present
the personnel activities of colleges for v/omen today,
and to develop a practical program to be used in a
woman's college with an enrollment of approximately
four hundred students,
I am indebted to the administrative staffs
of the twenty-six cooperating colleges for the in-
terest, time and thought they exerted to answer my
lengthy questionnaire. Also, I appreciate the helpful
suggestions received from four colleges which did not
answer the que s 1 1onnaire
•
I am particularly indebted to Professor
Norman H, Abbott, of the Vocational Department at
Boston University College of Business Administration,
for his generous assistance given to me; and to Dr.
Edwin M, Chamberlln, Professor and Head of the Depart-
ment of Psychology at Boston University College of
Business Administration, for his helpful suggestions.
If I can present a picture of the work being
done today and arouse a consciousness of the Importance
of an integrated personnel program, an Important step
towards effective personnel work has been made.
1
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Personnel administration in colleges is
not new. It has been carried on for many years,
subconsciously in some colleges and certain phases
of it objectively in others.
Unfortunately, there have been very fev;
attempts, until quite recently, to coordinate the
various parts of the personnel work and to set down
the functions and objectives of this work. By set-
ting down these functions and objectives, and by
making the college faculty and student body conscious
of them, an important step has been made toward ef-
fective personnel work.
Since there has been considerable confusion
as to the meaning of the term "personnel administra-
tion", I shall quote the definition as agreed upon
by the Committee on College Personnel—Principles,
Functions, and Standards of the American College
Personnel Association. "Personnel work in a college
or university is the systematic bringing to bear on
the individual student all those influences of what-

ever nature, which will stimulate him and assist him,
through his own efforts, to develop in body, mind and
character to the limit of his individual capacity for
growth, and helping him to apply his powers so devel-
oped most effectively to the work of the world."
The term "guidance" Is synonymous with
"personnel administration" when guidance is not nar-
rowed down to one particular type of guidance. John
V/. Hedge and Percival W. Hutson give this broad con-
ception of guidance in the following definition.
"First, guidance is here considered to be assistance
given pupils in their choice of educational and voca-
tional careers to the end that their selections may
be in line with their abilities. Second, in accord
with our democratic ideals, it is recognized that
guidance is informative and advisory, not prescriptive
nor dictatorial, that choice really rests in the indi-
vidual, the school seeking to condition the choice
by contributing pertinent facts and experiences.
Third, the effectiveness of a program of guidance is
(1) Clothier, Robert C, RELATIONS BSTYffiEN PLACEMENT
AND PERSONNEL, Proceedings of the Eastern College Per-
sonnel Officers, Volume IV, Number 2, Page 12.

to be judged by the degree to which it produces har-
mony between the aspirations and the abilities of
the pupils."
A negative definition of guidance is that
of Broady and Classen which states that "guidance
does not mean telling a person what to do—it means
helping him make an intelligent choice in the light of
all the information available ."
)
Dean Clothier suggests that the functions of
this personnel work in a college or university might
be said to Include such functions as: " selection of
students through the disbarment of those who through
limitation of one kind or another cannot reasonably be
expected to succeed in college work; orientation
,
tlirough such agencies as Freshman V/eek and How-to-Study
courses; guidance and motivation through such instru-
mentalities as personnel officers, faculty advisors
and deans of men and women; control of campus environ-
ment through undergraduate activities, athletics, fra-
ternities and other outlets of youthful energy; health
(1) Hedge, John W,, and Hutson, Percival, A TECHNIQUE
FOR EVALUATING GUIDAiICE ACTIVITIES, School Review,
September, 1931, Volume 39, page 509.
(2) Broady, I^nute 0., and Classen, Elgen D., GUIDANCE
IN SMALL HIGH SCPIOOLS, Occupations, November, 1933,
Page 9.

protection; social hygiene ; mental hygiene . All these
are symbolical of the kinds of influences which may
be brought to bear upon the individual student to help
him succeed in his college program." ^1)
Dean Clothier amplifies his statement as
follows: "The important word in this definition is
the word 'individual'. These influences cannot be set
in motion with the expectation that all students will
react similarly to them. Each of these influences
must be brought to bear upon the individual student in
the light of his particular qualifications and in-
terest." (2)
Anna Y» Reed also stresses the Importance
of working with the individual as follov/s: "The
distinguishing feature of personnel service is its
provision for dealing with each individual as a com-
plete personality, its responsibility for integration
of all the forces of the college in terms of the
individual." (3)
(1) Clothier, Robert C, RELATIONS BETl^/EEN PLACEMEIIT
AND PERSONNEL, Proceedings of the Eastern College Per-
sonnel Officers, Volume IV, Number 2, Page 12.
(2) Ibid, Page 13.
(3) Reed, Anna Y. , THE TIE THAT BINDS, Proceedings of
the Eastern College Personnel Officers, Volume IV,
Number 2, Page 8.

She also states that the "Personnel depart-
ment must first afford leadership in the solution
of personnel problems and in the stimulation of the
faculty to greater interest in, and personal responsi-
bility for, the detection, if not the solution, of
student problems.... Second, it must act as a clear-
ing house for information of all sorts which is neces-
sary for the solution of individual problem.s . More-
over, it must collect and pass on at opportune times
such information as comes from and should go to dis-
cipline committees, scholarship committees, curriculum
committees and the placement office. It should be
able to interpret the decisions of such committees
in terms of individual service.... The essence of
personnel service is found in its third major responsi-
bility--individual counseling,"
It may be seen from these definitions that
"guidance" or "personnel work" in colleges includes
not only vocational guidance but guidance from the time
a prospective pupil inquires about the college until
as a graduate she has been employed in some satisfactory
(1) Reed, Anna Y. , THE TIE THAT BINDS, Proceedings of
the Eastern College Personnel Officers, Volume IV,
Niimber 2, Page 10,

occupation for several years. By being employed in
a satisfactory occupation I mean employment in one
where the student enjoys the work and receives suffi-
cient remuneration to make her an independent and a
worthy member of society.
These definitions also indicate the broad
scope of personnel activities. The functions are many
and varied; they require an understanding of the prob-
lems of the administration, the students, and the
occupations which the students will enter. There are
definite responsibilities which must be met, if the
program is to be effective. The v/hole college organi-
zation must be on the alert to the functions and pur-
poses of the personnel program and must do everything
they are able to do to make it successful.
These definitions stress giving suggestions
and advice but not telling the students what to do or
forcing them to make any choice. The students must
weigh the evidence and make their own decisions.
In this paper I aim to show how a system of
personnel administration may operate in order that
the students may have the necessary facts and advice
to aid them in making intelligent decisions throughout

their college career. These decisions which they
must make Include choice of college, course of
study, electives, social contacts, extra-curricular
activities, program for study, problems of physical
and mental health, housing, financial aid, choice
of vocation, and placement.
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CHAPTER II
PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES POUND IN COLLEGES TODAY
Throngh the kind cooperation of the adminis-
trative offices of a number of the leading women's
colleges throughout the United States in answering
a lengthy questionnaire and through the study of
articles written by college authorities, I have been
able to gather some very interesting Infomiation on
the personnel programs in use at the present time in
colleges for women.
The inforaiation compiled from the question-
naires does not include all, or even a large majority,
of the women's colleges. I included in the group
only those colleges that had an enrollment of over
three hundred students as listed in the World Almanac
of 1934,^1) Questionnaires were sent to forty-six
colleges. Twenty-four sent complete replies, three
did not answer the questionnaire but did give some
(1) The V/orld Almanac and Book of Facts for 1934,
V/orld Telegram, New York. Based on the 1933 Education
Directory of the United States Office of Education,
Department of the Interior. Pages 406-412.

useful information, and five acknowledged the ques-
tionnaire and letter but regretted that they could
not answer it for various reasons.
In studying the distribution as to college
enrollment of those colleges answering the question-
naire and those colleges listed in the World Almanac, (1)
we find that the percentages are quite close together.
The colleges with an enrollment from 300 to 600 which
answered the questionnaire were 66,6^, while of the
group to which questionnaires were sent they were 58 #7/^.
With an enrollment of from 601 to 900, the first group
v/as 16,7^ and the second group With an enrollment
of from 901 to 1200, the first group had 0% and the
second B,7%; and with an enrollment of over 1201, the
first group had 16,7^ and 19,6% for the second. There
is a sufficient variation between these tv/o groups to
say that the replies are not entirely representative
of the whole range of women's colleges with enrollments
of over 300 students. I do feel, however, that we have
(1) The World Almanac and Book of Pacts for 1934,
V/orld Telegram, Nev; York. Based on the 1933 Education
Directory of the United States Office of Education,
Department of the Interior. Pages 406-412.



some valuable information from colleges that cover a
good range as to size and as to different types of
programs
•
The list of colleges to which the question-
naire was sent and the responses to it are found on
page 14 . It is interesting to note that the size
of the college has nothing to do with the willingness
of the college to reply. The large as v/ell as the
small college gave a complete reply to the question-
naire. There were several colleges which did not an-
swer the questionnaire but which did send some very
useful information. There v;ere several colleges
which acknowledged the letter and questionnaire but
felt that for one reason or another they could not an-
swer it.
The questions asked and the responses re-
ceived to the questionnaire are found in the pages
that follow.

COLLEGES TO V/HICH QUESTIONNAIRE Y/AS SENT
AND RESPONSES RECEIVED
COLLEGE RESPONSE
Agnes Scott
Barnard
Baylor College for Women
Bryn Mawr
Colorado V/oman*s College
Connecticut College for V/omen
Converse
Elmlra
Florida State
Georgia State College for V/omen
Goucher
Hood
Hunter
College of the Incarnate Word
Lindenwood Female College
MacMurray
Marygrove
Marywood
Meredith
Mills
MiIwauke e-Dovmer
Mississippi State College for Women
Mount Holyoke
New Jersey College for V/omen
College of New Rochelle
Oklahoma College for V/omen
Our Lady of the Lake
Pembroke
Radcliffe
Randolph-Macon Women's College
Russell Sage
College of St. Catherine
College of St. Elizabeth
College of St, Theresa
Simmons College
Skidmore
Smith
Sweet Briar
Texas State College for V/omen
Trinity
Vassar
Wellesley
V/e stern
Wheaton
Wilson
Woman's College of the University
of North Carolina
No reply
Information
Que stionnaire
Reply
No rei)ly
No reply
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Que stionnaire
No reply
Inforraation
No reply
No reply
Que stionnaire
Questionnaire
No reply
Que stionnaire
No reply
Que stionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Que s t ionnaire
No reply
No reply
Questionnaire
Ques tionnaire
No reply
No reply
Reply
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Que stionnaire
Que stionnaire
No reply
Reply
No reply
Reply
Questionnaire
Que stionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Information
Que stionnaire
Reply
Questionnaire
Questionnaire

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
FRESHMAN WEEK
QUESTION
"Do you have freshman week?"
ANSV/ER
Yes 21
No 3
QUESTION
"How many days does It last?"
ANSVffiR
Three days 6
Five days 5
Pour days 4
One day 3
Two days 2
Six days 1
The three colleges which do not have freshman week
hold many of the activities which are usually held in
freshman week early in the first semester,
REQUEST
"Please check the events which you include in the
program and add any that you have which are not listed."
REPLY
Physical Examinations
Seventeen colleges have physical examinations dur-
ing freshman week, some extend beyond this period. Three
have examinations later, one requires only a certificate
of health on admission and examination for participation
in athletics or if any deficiency is observed. The three
colleges not having freshman week require a physical
examination. Also, some colleges require a more thorough
examination later.

Intelllp;ence Test s
Nineteen colleges having freshman week have an
Intelligence test at this time. One has It shortly
afterward. The tliree not having freshman week have
Intelligence tests. Only one college does not.
The following tests are used:
American Council Psychological
Examination 10
No name given 3
Otis Self Administering 2
Thorndlke 2
Thurstone's Psychological Examination 1
Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability 1
Carnegie Mental Ability 1
Minnesota College Aptitude 1
Ohio State 1
Scholastic Aptitude (College Entrance
Board) 1
Placement Tests
Yes 14
One college has them which does not have freshman
week. English and Modern Foreign Languages are the
subjects In which they are given In most of the col-
leges. One college requires them In all freshman
subjects
•
Musical Tryouts
During Freshman Week 10
Later 8
In the colleges having freshman week, v/e find the
following tryouts:
Orchestra 8
Glee Club 10
Choir 6
Faculty Interview
Yes 13
V/lth faculty or dean of students 1
No reply 7
Of those colleges having no freshman week, one has
Interview with advisor, one with faculty, and one made
no reply.

Assembly—Adclre s s by President
Yes 18
No 3
The three colleges not having freshman week have
an assembly.
Tour of Campus
Yes 13
Incidental to duties 1
In orientation course 1
No reply 6
Of those not having freslmian week, one college does
have a tour of campus and two did not reply.
• "^o"^^ of Library
Yes (of these two require careful 16
study of use of library)
Five weeks after college opens 1
In orientation course 1
No reply 3
Of those not having freshman week, tv/o do have
tour of library and one does not.
Talk on Extra-curricular Activities
Yes 15
In orientation course 1
IXiring first few weeks 1
Student activities dinner 1
No reply 3
One of the colleges not having freshman week does
have a talk, while the other two colleges made no reply,
Conference with Parents
Yes 3
Advisers* tea for parents in October 1
Middle of the second semester 1
Many individual parents come to talk
with dean 1
One of the colleges not having freshman week in-
cludes conference with parents.

Miscellaneous
Elmlra College, which has a six-day freshman
week, includes many interesting activities in its
program. Many of these activities are included in
the orientation program of other colleges, which
are held during the first semester. Besides many
of the activities listed above, Elmira College holds
the following:
How to Study
Arranging a College Room
Freshman Chapel
Vesper Service
First House Meetings
Shopping Tour
Teas with President, Dean and Faculty
Formal Dinner
College Sing
History of College
Honor System and Honor Pledge
Pood Habits
Practical Ethics in College Life
Another college has a party for the freshman
class given by the junior class, while still another
has routine talks which show the student's relation-
ship with the Dean's office. Registrar's office.
Business Manager's office, etc.

PRESHMN ASSEMBLIES
QUESTION
"Do you have freshman assemblies?
ANSV>/ER
Yes
No
16
4
One college has freshman meetings about once a
month after dinner rather than at the regular chapel
hour. One does not have regular meetings but has them
v/hen the occasion demands. These meetings are called
by the adviser of freshmen. One college has confer-
ences about once a v/eek during the first semester with
the Dean.
QUESTIONS
"Hov/ many do you have?" "Hov; often do you have
them?"
ANSV/ERS
Once a week during the first semester 3
Twice a month 2
Once a month 2
Eight of them—twice a day 1
Once a week 1
Quite frequently 1
Three groups--once a week 1
Spaced for four or five weeks 1
Two each week 1
Six or eight, held once a week 1
Four times a year 1
QUESTION
"Vifho has charge of these assemblies?"
ANS^AfER
Faculty sponsors and class officers
Director of Personnel
Dean of V/omen
Dean
Faculty under Dean
Dean and clasa advisers
Freshman advisers in one college
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

ANS'-YER CONTINUED
President, Academic Dean and Dean of
Women 1
Three different members of the faculty 1
Presliman Dean of Residence 1
Doctor, Dean, Psychologist, General
Manager, and Dean of Students 1
Five by President, three by Dean and
Assistant Dean, one by Physical
Education Director, and six by
Student Government Officials in
small groups 1
QUESTION
"V/hat topics do you present at these assemblies?"
ANSVffiR
Budgeting Money
Yes 9
Use of the Library
Yes 13
One college takes it up in groups, not in
assembly. One teaches it through Freshman English,
Occupations of Graduates
Yes 7
In one college this is done several times
during the year at general assemblies.
Occupational Opportunities for Graduates
Yes 4
Miscellaneous Topics
Florida State
Possibilities of College Life
Student's Relation to Social Regiilations
Divisions of the College
College Government Association
Traditions of the College

New Roche lie
Health
Social Ad j-Qstment
Cliibs
In vocational work, have a prominent speaker ad-
dress the students once a week. The speaker outlines
the requirements, advantages of his or her special field,
after which students ask questions,
Russell Sa^e^l)
I, A series of introductory lectures--nature and
objectives of educational program at Russell Sage, value
of Liberal Arts training, available offerings at Russell
Sage, vocational training--opportunities open to women
today; factors to be considered in the choice of a
vocation.
II. A second series.
1. Presentation of the work of the Liberal
Arts and Professional fields with available offerings
at Russell Sage.
2, Vocations open to college women today in-
cluding one lecture on the value of a general Liberal
Arts training.
III. Group discussions—once each week.
IV. Program of conferences.
V. Reports.
College of Saint Elizabeth
Series of vocational pamphlets on "opportunities
for college women".
(1) Russell Sage College, THE COURSE IN EDUCATIONAL AND
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE, 1932-1933, Pages 5-6.

Texas State Colle<^e for Women
Attempt to give them lectures that "orientate"
them into the ways of the college and give them the
proper college spirit.
Vassar
Health and disease.
Use of the plant and general information about
its organization and management. Each department of
the college is represented in a talk to the freshmen
during the second semester concerning the curriculum
and its vocational uses.
Mills
Discussion based on questions proposed by fresh-
men at second meeting: i.e., mental hygiene, person-
ality, social procedure, religion, etc.

EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE
QUESTION
"\7ho advises the student in selection of course
of study?"
ANSV/ER
Faculty advisers 4
Dean 2
Heads of departments and class
advisers 2
Dean of Instruction 1
Dean of Freshmen or faculty advisers
(upper classmen) 1
Freshman adviser 1
Advisers of freshmen, heads of
departments 1
Faculty and President 1
Major professor 1
Dean and Director of Personnel 1
Dean, advisers of freshmen, heads of
departments 1
Dean, Registrar, etc, 1
Academic Dean 1
Academic Dean, heads of departments 1
Registrar, Committee on Student
Schedules and Scholarship 1
Dean of Studies 1
Committee on Admissions, faculty ad-
visers. Dean, and Personnel
Director 1
Adviser of freshmen at beginning of
freshman year. Dean at end 1
Freshmen by Dean of Students, others
by major adv* aer 1
QUESTION
"In what year is choice of major made?"
ANSV/ER
Sophomore year 9
End of sophomore year 4
Junior year 4
Freshman year 2
Spring of freshman year 2
Sometimes, first, second and third 1
Second seiaester of sophomore year 1
Freshman or sophomore year 1

QUESTION
"Do the students have conferences with faculty
members?"
ANSV/ER
Yes All
Some of the colleges were emphatic In their reply
one said "many", another "frequently".
QUESTION
"Do the faculty members have regular office hours
when the students are free to talk with them about
their work?"
ANSV/ER
Yes 15
Available tlirough appointment 4
Most of them have regular office hours 1
Some do 1
Some do, others available by appointment 1
QUESTION
"Do you have any special program for educational
guidance?"
AITSV/ER
Yes 8
REQUEST
"If so, please outline briefly." (Educational
Guidance Program)
REPLY
Baylor
Dean of Students interviews all students at least
once a year.
Elmira
Rather complete "long-distance" guidance for stu-
dents before they enter college, plus mimeographed
discussion of fields for concentration, plus individual
conferences with head of Appointment Bureau, plus indi-
vidual conferences with Dean.

Florida
Varies from year to year. Faculty members devote
a period to discussion of possibilities for use of sub-
ject in vocations. Individual guidance by Director of
Personnel—vocational guidance talks.
Marygrove
The program is centered in the Dean's office-- the
Dean interviews each freshraan.
During freshman week Psychological and Placement
Tests are held.
Academic advisers are appointed.
Personality ratings.
Cooperative tests are given each May. Results of
cooperative tests and college grades are graphed on
cumulative record—student is advised accordingly.
Opportunities provided for religious, health,
social and vocational guidance.
Meredith
Teachers and heads of departments help their
majors, also Dean of \¥omen and President. It is a
small college where all the faculty are responsible
for guidance.
Russell Sage
Have two pamphlets for the use of members of the
freshman class: The Freshman Year at Russell Sage
College and The Course in Educational and Vocat ional
Guidance . The first contains information as to "the
persons with whom to talk over problems, "V/hat Do You
Expect of College" with an answer to the question.
General Curriculum Plan, an analysis of the Fresliman
Curriculum, the purposes of Fresliman Week, explanations
of the purposes of the Orientation Courses in English,
Modern Foreign Languages, Social Sciences, Natural
Sciences, Fine Arts, Philosophy, the program of Physi-
cal Education and Hygiene, and the course in Problems
of Mental and Emotional Adjustment.

Saint Paul
Orientation courses in "How to Study", "How to
Use the Library", "Social Usa(^e" are given to fresh-
men, and an orientation course in the "Cultural Use
of Leisure" is given to sophomores. Individual edu-
cational guidance is given by the Registrar and Stu-
dent Counselors.
Sweet Briar
Here the adviser, major professors and Dean do
the educational guidance work.
Vassar
The President gives a course (required) in the
second semester upon the curriculum. Intensive study
of the catalogue and individual conferences on apti-
tudes with the Personnel Director are arranged.

COUNSELING
QUESTION
"In the case of the inability of a student to
make social adjustments, who handles her problems?"
MSV/ER
Dean of Women 8
Dean 7
Director of Personnel 3
House mothers 2
Dean of Students 2
Advisers 2
Physician 1
Social Adviser 1
Counsellor 1
Deans of Residence 1
Assistant to Dean 1
Faculty 1
Psychiatrist 1
Academic Dean 1
Adviser of Preslimen 1
Head Resident 1
Social Director 1
"Any person best qualified" with the
"serious maladjustments going
to the dean of students". 1
QUESTION
"i/Vhat attempt is made to re-ad just the student?"
Conferences with various individuals in most all
the colleges.
The following are individual replies given:
!• Through personal interest and contacts of
faculty, homelike atmosphere is provided in dormitories.
2, Personal conferences are held and an attempt
is made to analyze the situation.
3« Change of room-mate, teacher, etc., and all
opportunities are given her to succeed.

4, In still another they have a Junior sister
vfho tries to acquaint the new student v/ith the col-
lege and the students. Some of the adjustraents (room-
mates) are made by the Dean; others are handled by
advisers or Personnel Director. All attempt to see
problem through to solution.
5» Personal interviews and correspondence with
parents—interviews with teachers--follow-up work in
training group.
6, One has the following program: (a) Confer-
ence to attempt a diagnosis. (b) Readjustment of
environment, if found desirable. (c) Student en-
couraged to take part in extra-curricular activities,
(d) Opportunities to meet new and wider circle of
acquaintances provided through teas, parties, balls,
etc.
Prom the replies, while the working may be dif-
ferent, it can be seen that the colleges make every
possible effort to bring about social adjustment
through personal interest and individual attention.
QUESTIONS
"Do you have any special program for the excep-
tionally brilliant student?" "If so, what?"
ANSWERS
Yes 15
No 4
No reply 5
Honors courses 8
Extra hours 3
"Creative v/riting" group and a
' tutorial course in English
literature, seminar course
in modern languages and
literature 1
The College of St. Elizabeth is experimenting
with a project method for the exceptionally brilliant
student who will be responsible for results without
being required to attend all classes.
At another college we find that honorable mention
is made at commencement time for extra reading during
the year and an oral examination.

QUESTIONS
"In the case of physical disability of a student;
i.e., a cripple or a blind person, do you make any
special provisions for her?" "If so, what?"
ANSVffiRS
1, In case of blind--furnish readers: cripples--
schedule classes in accessable classrooms.
2, Only one blind student. Students acted as
guides and companions. Student readers were provided--
was able to pay for this service,
3. No blind have attended. Cripples room in
main building on first floor.
4. Have had no blind students--would provide
for them. Arrange for cripple to get to classes easily.
5« See faculty members to see that the case has
special consideration—refer the case to student or-
ganization for help in social adjustments,
6. For cripple, arrange classes in convenient
area.
7. Had one blind student to whom the other
students read, and assisted in the writing of music.
Had a crippled student who was assisted.
8. All consideration given in advice, teacher
counsel and other aids to enable her to pass her work.
Excuse such students from physical education and allow-
ances are made in laboratory work.
9. Have had only the lame and deaf. Courtesy
on the part of administration, faculty and students
is alv/ays expended to the handicapped,
10, Adjustments made to meet needs.
11, Do not accept blind students. In most cases
of physical disability the students receive state aid.
12, Have one blind girl for v/hom state grants
1^300 a year for a reader. In addition, other students
reduce their expenses by giving her clerical and other
assistance
•

13 • Do what the case calls for.
14, According to individual case,
15, Excused from gymnasium requirements unless
able to take corrective exercise. Readers for those
with seriously defective vision. Rooms located on
first floor for crippled and cardiac cases,
16, flave had a few such cases. These have
received an exceptional degree of help. Ordinarily,
however, we do not feel willing to accept such
students for we feel that in a residence college it
is asking too much of other students to have in
residence a student who must constantly be given
unusual consideration,
17, Room on lower floor for crippled students
and whatever adjustment is necessary or possible.
Carefully investigate before entrance whether dis-
ability is an unsurmountable handicap considering
requirements, physical and otherwise of college.
Never had a blind student,
18, An attempt is made to make living condi-
tions as convenient as possible,
19, Vjhatever adjustment is needed in an indi-
vidual case. Pew such cases have occurred.

FINANCIAL AID TO SELF-SUPPORTING STUDENTS
QUESTION
"Do you have scholarships?
ANSV/ER
Yes
No
No reply
21
1
2
QUESTION
"How many?
ANSVffiR
The numbers run from four to two hundred fifty-
six. Several colleges replied that the number vary
from year to year. Tlie following is the list of the
number of scholarships offered in the various col-
leges: 4, 8, 24, 25, 28, 32, 35, 60, 67, 72, 94,
100 (2), 256. At some of the colleges the students
receive scholarships from independent agencies out-
side the college.
QUESTION
"To what extent do they help students?"
In one college the amounts range from. v30 to
$200. Of the sixty-seven scholarships at this col-
lege, fifty-five are gradually being done away with.
There are a good many loans and scholarships granted
by organizations throughout the state.
The ranges in amount of the scholarships in
the other colleges is as follows:
^50 to $200
mo to $400
$75 to ^^200|l00 to $120
^100 to $235
$100 to $400
ANSV/ER

ANSV/ER CONTINUED
C;200 to (i;l200 (credit on bills, ;;;500 is most
frequent amount, equivalent to tuition)
{,'1;250, |;500 (tv/o colleges)
$700 (special scholarship)
Tuition in six colleges
Part of tuition in one college
Three-fourths of expenses in one college
Two-thirds to one-half of tuition in one college
According to need in one college
Ten per cent to forty per cent of cost of one
year's bills to college in one college
Tuition whole or in part in one college
Board, room and tuition in one college
Tuition plus §100 in one college
QUESTION
"What are the qualifications for these scholarship
ANSVffiR
1, Granted to honor students in affiliated
academies
•
2, Honor standing in high school from which
graduated. Government scholarship on basis of student'
need for which students do certain work, Working
scholarships—such as proctors, library and clerical
assistants
•
3, High scholarship in academic fields (about B
average), excellent citizenship, necessity.
4« Scholarship, character, need,
5. Record in all regards satisfactory.
6. Deserving students, competitive examinations,
7. Chosen by donor of endowed scholarship: chosen
on scholarship, merit, financial need, by alumnae,
8. Scholarship and need,
9. Must give evidence of need. Must be success-
ful students. Must be able to handle efficiently the
work assigned. Some are given by outside agencies
—
they define their standards.

10. High, very high, academic standing prlmarily-
and, in some, personality standards.
11. Citizenship, scholarship.
12. Financial need, good scholarship.
13. Exemplary conduct, high scholarship.
14. They are usually awarded on the results of
competitive examinations.
15. Competitive freshman scholarships, honor
scholarships, others high standing and financial need.
16. The highest honor graduate of a fully
affiliated high school if that graduate be a girl.
(If the highest honor student is a boy, then the girl
does not receive a scholarship.)
17. Competitive examinations, sixteen entrance
units as prescribed for admission.
18. Need of minimum room, tuition, or board after
all other resources are e:diausted. Above average in
academic rank after one year in college. Desirable
member of college community.
19. A good mind, financial need, a wish to attend
college (never used as an inducem.ent ) , a wish to attend
college four years.
20. Satisfactory class standing and conduct.
21. Freshman competitive scholarships—upper
five per cent of high school class. Endowed under-
graduate scholarships—at least B average in all her
college v;ork. Trustee scholarships— select fifty secon
dary schools of high standing to receive award—schools
recommend three—one is chosen.
QUESTION
"Do you have any loan funds?"
ANSWER
Yes
No
College alumnae association takes
18
5
care of it 1

QUESTION
"How large a loan may be made?"
ANS\VER
&200 4
iaoo 2
Not necessary to set any limit as
yet. Very seldom over ^al50. 1
Partial board or tuition 1
Depends upon the situation 1
Maximum amount to date is $250 1
$500 1
Sufficient to cover fixed charges 1
$250 for the four years 1
Not to exceed $4:00 in a given year
or ij|;800 for the entire college
year 1
QUESTION
"ViThat are the qualifications required to obtain
these loans?"
MSV/ER
Scholarship and need 2
Financial need 2
Necessity, excellent citizenship and
C average 1
Classification, Juniors or Seniors;
need, scholarship and character 1
Satisfactory record 1
Scholarship, Integrity, ability to
repay 1
Citizenship, scholarship, approval of
parents, recommendation of teach-
ers and others 1
Need and dependability 1
A C average 1
Only to Juniors and Seniors 1
Scholastic interest, attitiide, need 1
Sophomores or higher standing with
C grade or better. Only in ex-
ceptional cases may loans be
made to Freshmen. 1
Each case handled on its merits. In
general, a good mind, financial
need, and a wish to attend col-
lege four years • 1

QUESTION
are the terms of the loans?"
ANSWER
1. Individual terms, ordinarily beinpj repayment
without interest in small definite monthly payments
beginning the October after graduation. Date of repay-
ment modified If student enters graduate work.
2. Four per cent until due, eight per cent after
due •
3« To be repaid as soon as possible,
4. No interest is charged while student is in
college; six per cent begins when student has com-
pleted her stay there.
5. Payable one year after graduation, interest
at five per cent after loan is due.
6. Legal note and endorsement, payable usually
after graduation, six per cent interest.
7. Payable after graduation. At present made
only to upper classmen who could not finish.
8. Vary with individual loans.
9. Notes for Q>50 each or less, payable at periods
of six months apart, and interest on debt at four per
cent beginning at the date of graduation.
10, Three securities, one of which must not be
related to the young lady. These securities must
amount to the sum the young lady wishes to borrow.
Must furnish the name of the bank where the securities
have the money. The length of time granted is two
years from the date of the note to Freshmen, Sophomores
and Juniors , and one year from graduation to Seniors . A
first-term freshman must be of the upper fifty per cent
of her high school gradLiating class. The rate of
interest is from three to five per cent.
11, A promissory note is signed by student, en-
dorsed by father or guardian. Due one year from date
of graduation or at once after withdrawal, the loan
is subject to four per cent interest.

12, No Interest while In college, six per cent
after leaving.
13 • Open only to Juniors and Seniors, payable
within ten years, five per cent interest, notes signed
by parent or guardian, student, endorsed by soineone
having recognized business standing and ovming property
in state.
14. Payable at six per cent beginning September
following a student *s leaving college, payable monthly,
note signed by a guarantor, interest at one per cent
year from the date of the loan to six months after
graduation, then five per cent per annum, principal
begins seventh month after graduation at ;;p5 per month
for six months, then $10 per month until paid.
QUESTION
"Do you provide opportunities for students to
earn money to pay their board or tuition v/ithin the
college?"
ANSV/ER
Yes All college
QUESTION
liThat types of opportunities do you offer?"
ANSV/ER
V/aitress duty
Yes 17
Office work
Yes 22
1Occasionally
Library work
Yes 14
Laboratory assistants
Yes 10

Telephone duty
Yes 4
Bookstore
Yes 5
Post office
Yes 2
Other opportunities offered
Janitor, laundry
Playground supervision
Proctor
Dormitory proctors
Department assistants
Assistants to Dean of Women in
chaperoning
Seniors line in freshman dormi-
tories as advisers, pianist
Student graders
Hall duty, community service
Sweeping and dusting, clerical
Readers, P.E.R.A.
Baked goods and confectionery
for sale, tutoring, cleri-
cal—no commission selling
for outside firms
Bell duty in dormitories
Service awards, many and varied
QUESTIOH
"Do you attempt to obtain outside employment
for these students?"
ANS^VER
No
Yes
Not while in college
13
10
1
QUESTION
"ViJhat types of employment do you get for them

ANSVffiR
1. Many types under P.E.R.A., recreation,
Americanization, clerical work, etc, V/ork In homes
for board and room.
2. Tearoom, store, representing business on
campus
•
3. Teaching, office, laboratory and hospital
work.
4. Part-time sales, tutoring, newspaper writ-
ing, library,— some receive room and board and slight
remuneration in caring for children.
5. Clerical, stenographic.
6. Public libraries under P.E.R.A.
7. Agencies, etc.
8. The type for which the college has trained
them.
9. Summer work of various kinds—camp, hotel,
care of children, etc.
10. Store service, care of children, coaching
or tutoring, work for board and room in private
homes, elevator operation, secretarial work.

HOUSING SERVICE
QUESTION
"Do you have your own domitorles?"
ANSV/ER
Yes All colleges
QUESTION
"Do you allow students to reduce their e:qjenses
by waiting on table?"
ANSWER
Yes 17
No 7
One of those answering "yes" qualified the state-
ment by stating that they were allowed to do so in two
halls
•
QUESTION
"Do they perform any other duties in the dormi-
tories which may reduce their expenses?"
ANSWER
Yes 15
No 7
No reply 2
One of the colleges answering "no" is a southern
college where they hire negro help to do all the work,
QUESTION
"What duties?"
ANSV/ER
1. Janitor work—sweeping and dusting
2. Office work
3» Dormitory proctors, telephone duty

4, Office work and pressing room
5, Answering telephones
6, Office girl for social adviser, seniors in
freshman dormitories as advisers
7, Telephone, reception, library
8, Office assistant
9, Sweeping and dusting
10. Dining room service
11, Secretaries in dormitories
12» Cleaning, message duty, cooking (one hall),
care of own room (one hall)
13, Bell duty, telephone switchboard
14, Assistants in offices
15, Telephone relief
QUESTION
"?/hat remuneration do they receive for this work?"
ANSV/ER
1. Dining-room work four hours daily, one-half
school expenses; janitor work, 20 cents an hour#
2» Office work, equivalent to tuition.
3. $300 a year for full-time dining-room work;
$200 for 18-hour week, dormitory proctor; 35 cents an
hour for telephone duty.
4. Office work, 30 cents an hour,
5. Answering telephones, $35 a semester.
6. Office girl for social adviser, seniors in
freshman dormitories as advisers, maximum $98,50 a year.
7. Telephone, reception, library, Q50 per year.

41.
8. Office assistant, ^\->10 to 018 per month.
9. $225 a year for waiting on table,
10, 30 cents per hour for various types of work.
11, Reduction on room and board.
12, A reduction of ^150 a year on their college
expenses
.
13» Dining-room service pays ^p260 per session for
two meals a day and ^390 per session for three meals
a day.
14. In one hall credited with ^150 a year; one
hall, ^200; and one hall, ^40 a year.
15. $75 a year for one hour of work per day.
16. #150 per year.
17. 25 to 40 cents per hour.
18. Waiting on table, 50 cents per meal; tele-
phone, 25 cents per hour.
QUESTION
"Do you have cooperative houses?"
ANSV/ER
No 21
Yes 3
QUESTION
"How many?"
ANSV/ER
Three 2
One 1
QUESTION
"Rovr many girls?"
ANS^VER
In the colleges which have three cooperative
dormitories, the numbers of girls in them are 81 and
164.

In the college which has one cooperative domi-
tory the number of girls in it is about 200.
QUESTION
"ViTiat duties do the girls perform?"
ANSWER
1, All household duties including cooking.
2« Regular light housekeeping,
3. Cleaning, message duty, cooking (one hall),
care of ovn room (one hall).
QUESTION
"Vi/hat are the average expenses for room and board
in the cooperative houses?"
ANSV/ER
!• §54 per 3 months.
2, About $10 a month includes everything.
3, $700 minus the following credits: $150, one
hall; $200, one hall; $40, one hall,
QUESTION
"Do you attempt to place students with families
where they may earn their room and board?"
One college that does feels that they should also
receive remuneration.
QUESTION
"Hov/ many students are doing this now?"
ANSWER
3 3
2 1
12 1
20 1
30 1
ANSWER
Yes
Rarely
No
6
1
17

QUESTION
"\"Jho has charge of the financial management of
the dormitories?"
ANSVffiR
Business Manager
Bursar
Treasurer
Business Office
President and House Director
Assistant Treasurer and Housekeepers
The Administration—Dean, Bursar
Director of Dormitories under budget
made by President
Assistant Director for halls, etc.
Business Secretary
Central management—only one dining
room
Comptroller of college
Director of Pood Service and Housing
The Comptroller, Treasurer, President
QUESTIOH
"liVho has charge of the student supervision?"
ANSWER
Dean of Women 4
Dean of Students 2
Dean of Vifomen, Directors of Houses 2
House mothers 1
Dean 1
Head of hall 1
Faculty meinbers 1
Dean, faculty. President of Student
Government Association 1
Social advisers, Dean 1
Associate Dean 1
The prefects on the floors 1
Two deans of residence 1
Student house president 1
S-j^udent Government and one faculty
member who is social head 1
Counselors who are members of the
staff of the Dean of Women 1
Residence committee of adults work-
ing with student committee 1
5
3
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

QUESTION
"V/ho handles the d.isC3.plinary problems?"
ANSVffiR
1, House mother. Dean of V/omen, Student Govern-
ment jointly,
2, Dean of V/omen and her assistant,
3» Dean and Student Government.
4. Dean of Students,
5« Faculty committee.
6. Dean.
7. Strident Government Committee, Faculty Advisory
ComiTiittee •
8. Dean, faculty, College Government Association.
9. Social advisers. Dean, Student Government
Association,
10. Associate Dean.
11. Dean of Women.
12. Judiciary Committee, made up of students and
faculty.
13. Dean of Women.
14. Dean of Vvomen assisted by prefects,
15. Faculty coimcil in cooperation with student
council.
16. Student Government Association, Dean's
office and the College Council (a joint faculty and
student group)
.
17. Student Council,
18. Board of Discipline.

19. Student Court, Dean and President,
20. Primarily: Student Government; in extreme
cases in consultation v/ith Dean of Women.
21. Executive Board of Student Government
Association and faculty committee.
22. Judicial Board of Student Government
Association; major cases from Judicial Board to
Dean of V/omen and Dean of Administration (liead of
College )
•
23. Residence Committee, Student Judicial
Board, Dean of Students v/hen cases are to be treated
from "personnel" vie^vpoint.

HEALTPI AND PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE
QUESTION
"Do you require a physical exainlnatlon at the
beginning of the fresliman year?"
ANSVffiR
Yes All colleges
QUESTION
"Other years?"
ANSVv-ER
Yes 19
No 1
Wcien necessary 3
For gymnasium work 1
QUESTION
"V/hen?"
ANS\ffiR
Beginning 2
As necessary, constant check on student 1
Every year 1
September 1
Vi/hen necessary, resident nurse checks
them 1
First week 1
Immediately after registration 1
For gymnasiujTi work, swimming, etc. 1
Beginning of sophomore year 1
Twice every year 1
A recheck every fall 1
Each year, September and May 1
Vi/hen they enter a class in physical
education 1
Sophomores who are new. At opening
of school. 1
First semester 1
Freshman year—after entrance; other
years—before entrance 1
Spring of senior year 1
Medical at beginning of each year in
college; physical at beginning
and end of year. 1

47,
QUESTION
"Do you have any follow-up on these physical
examinations ?
"
ANS^VER
Yes 17
QUESTION
"If so, what?"
MSWER
1, By resident nurse, house mother, college
physician, director of physical education--a committee
—
a class in corrective gymnastics.
2, Periodic examinations,
3, Pollow-up by college doctor and by physical
education department in spring.
4, Maintain a doctor and trained nurse who do no
outside practice but devote their entire time to the
health of students. Doctor is a trained psychiatrist,
5, Repeated examinations; physical education;
infirmary.
6, Physician and Physical Director.
7, Adjusted physical program in physical education;
college physician keeps necessary cases under observation.
8, Repeated physical exainination, remedial work
in gymnastics.
9, Very definite—for each student a corrective
program: (1) Medical attention made possible immediately;
(2) Registration checked carefully; (3) Psychiatric
analysis of nervous stability made of freshmen, (4) Per-
sonal history written according to a psychiatrist's
outline—sophomore year; psychiatric service followed
through junior and senior years.
10. Freshmen are examined carefully on entrance
and each year thereafter. An examination is made in May
of all students in college.

11, If a girl needs special attention that is
rendered,
12, Infirmary takes care of this.
13, At the direction of examiners—often regular
weekly or monthly appointments.
14, Check-up at end of freshman year, beginning
of sophomore year, end of sophomore year, others
either voluntary or because of special need.
15, Head of physical education department.
16, Teeth and eyes—serious difficulties of any
kind. Students in restricted gymnastics are examined
at end of freshman year,
17, Medical examination has cg.reful follow-up
by college physician. Physical examination follow-up-
placement in appropriate physical activity or in cor-
rective class.
QUESTION
"Do you require vaccination for (1) smallpox,
(2) typhoid?"
ANS\»^RS
Smallpox
QUESTION
"Do you have a medical service which is open to
students throiighout their course?"
Yes
No
No reply
\^en exposed
If wise
16
3
3
1
1
Typhoid
No
No reply
Yes
\^en exposed
V'/hen wise
10
9
3
1
1
ANSV/ER
Yes All colleges

49.
QUESTION
"Do you have a person to coimsel the mentally
maladjusted student?"
QUESTIONS
"V/hat is his title?" "Vihat are his duties?"
ANSWERS
Dean of V/omen, Dean of College—each does much--
College physician called in when necessary.
Resident physician v/ho is a trained psychiatrist--
Those of general practitioner v/ith special attention
to psychiatric cases. Major surgery not handled.
Dean, first, who in turn may recommend psychia-
tric counselling.
Director of Personnel—Usual duties of an
Individual counselor.
Such a person seems unnecessary?- in a small
catholic college v/here religious and moral guidance
is provided.
College physician—Has regular office hours in
which to see the girls- -Has found one or two mentally
maladjusted students v;ith a physical condition which
was probably the catise.
Personnel Director—Advise, check, consult with
Dean and faculty members.
Dean.
College Physician, Dean of Students.
Can go to several in city nearby.
ANSV/ER
No
Yes
No reply
On call
11
8
4
1

Personnel Officer—Careful selection makes
unnecessary any service to mentally maladjusted
persons; emotionally maladjusted students may con-
sult any one of a number of faculty members who
have acquired the technique of case study In so-
cial psychiatry.
Doctor (M.D,), personal interviews on request.
Psychiatrist and Personnel Director (consult-
ing psychologist)—Together have weekly conferences
with the Dean for discussion of cases. Psychiatrist
handles intensive work on individuals. Personnel
Director handles short contact advice.
Psychiatrist on call--Takes cases referred to
him by college personnel committee, composed of the
college physician, dean of students, and a member
of the department of psychology.

PLACELIENT ADVICE AND FOLLOVi^-UP
QUESTION
"Do you have a definite vocational guidance program
"Please outline briefly,"
ANSVv^RS
1. Teacher placement bureau. The several depart-
ment heads advise and aid in placing students, also
the alumnae secretary, the publicity director and secre-
tary of loan fund.
2. Do offer pre-vocational minors. Individual
conferences are held v/ith head of appointment bureau,
freshman and sophomore year; others on staff cooperate.
3. Varies from year to year—faculty members
devote a period to discussion of possibilities for
use of subject in vocations. Individual guidance ad-
vice given by director of personnel; also vocational
guidance talks given.
4. Special references on vocations are in library.
Talks on vocations given by faculty. Qualifications
and opportunities discussed by successful leaders in the
various fields; also field trips and special lectures
are held.
5. For one week in spring concentrate on different
vocations which are open to women. Lectures by speakers
who have been successful along various lines and the
mention of a number of other vocations open to women
and girls. The librarian has books and pamphlets on
display during this week and attention is called to all
these by comjnents on the bulletin boards. This is open
to the entire student body.
ANSWER
Yes
No
No reply
14
6
4
REQUEST

6, Personal conferences with dean and heads of
departr;ients .--Addresses and opportunities for confer-
ences v/ith people in various professional fields.
7, flandled as educational advice in selection
of curriculum, courses, etc., leading to proficiency
in certain vocations.
8, Pull- time vocational director--v/ho has had
training In personnel work in industry and whose gradu-
ate work has been in psychology.
9, Assemble material on personnel records, v^rith
a view to vocational guidance, material used by dean
and by major professors. Maintain a "Careers for
Women" shelf in library and occasionally secure an
outside speaker to tell the students about different
vocational opportujiities
.
10. It is a voluntary program. Students may
register with vocational bureau for conference concern-
ing placement. May obtain counsel from personnel
director on vocational fitness, and take vocational
aptitude tests at any time during college course.
11. Liberal arts college—do not stress vocational
side—do have a placem.ent bureau and plan talks and
conferences during the year when the opportunities in
various directions for college women are presented.
12. Committee of faculty, talks by outstanding
alumnae and others in different professions. Confer-
ences with individual students.
13« In process of reorganization
—
placement bureau
attempts to find positions for graduates.
14. Juniors and seniors—students return question-
naire on occupations of interest to them in fall
semester and state which ones they vrould like to have
more information about. These requests are followed
up by personal interviews. Vocational information day
is scheduled in spring for entire campus with assembly
speaker and group meetings following on various occupa-
tions in V7hich majority are interested. Usually about
10 to 12 sections meet simultaneously. Two committees
cooperate v;ith office of placement in above program,
one a faculty committee and one a student committee.

15, (a) The vocational interests and prefer-
ences of such students are discovered at the begin-
ning of the freshinan year through a study of items
and of the American Council Personnel Folder. Each
student who has a definite vocational plan is put
under the guidance of a teacher-counselor in the
department she has elected. This counselor under-
takes to guide the student wisely tov/ard her goal,
or, in case of maladjustment, into a more suitable
field of work. Students who are undecided are put
under the guidance of a special counselor, who attempt
to direct their interests tov/ards a definite voca-
tional aim, so that a decision may be reached, if pos-
sible, before the end of the sophomore year.
(b) At the end of each year, a follov/-up study
is made and presented before the faculty personnel
committee, and necessary readjustments made,
(c) Each department maintains its o\7n placement
bureau--and acts under a central placement bureau in
the office of the Dean.
(d) Equipment for follov/-up not yet adequate.
16. Russell Sage College has a very well organ-
ized program of educational and vocational guidance.
They have printed a syllabus for the use of the mem-
bers of the freshman class at the college for the
course in educational and vocational guidance. The
syllabus for the year 1932-1933 contains the follov/ing
(I) Introductory Statement, (II) Aims of the Course,
(III) Nature of the Course, (IV) Program of the Course
(V) Readings for the Course, (VI) Self-analysis Sheet,
QUESTION
"In what year do you begin your vocational
guidance program?"
ANSWER
Freshman year 11
No reply 9
Available to all classes 2
Fresliman but more emphasis in
junior and senior years 1
Junior year after major has
been chosen 1

54.
QUESTION
"Do you have your students make a study of the
occupations in v/hich they seem to be interested?"
ANSV/ER
Yes 8
No 2
Advised but not required 1
Not formally 1
Informal 1
Optional 1
Materials for this are available
and offered 1
No reply 9
QUESTION
"Do they study the occupational opportunities,
remuneration, duties, and training necessary in these
occupations?"
ANSWER
Yes 6
Some is recommended but not supervised 1
No 1
Material is available and offered 1
Certain students but not all 1
May 1
Advised but not required 1
Informally 1
No, except in certain courses:
economics and sociology 1
Have opportunity 1
No reply 9
QUESTION
"Do you have them interview successful people in
these occupations in order to get first-hand inform.ation
about the work?"
ANSV/ER
Yes 4
No 2
Sometimes 2
Frequently 1
Informally 1
No, except in certain courses 1
Have opportunity 1
If they are sufficiently interested
to pursue the matter in this way 1
Optional 1
No reply 10

QUESTIONS
"Do you require the students to be satisfactorily
employed before a diploma is granted?" "If so, how
long must they v/ork?"
ANSV/EI-^S
None of the colleges require the students to be
satisfactorily employed before the diploma is granted.
One college was very emphatic in its reply, "Certainly
not"
.
QUESTION
"Do you do any follow-up work on graduates?"
ANSiVER
Yes
Some
No
No reply
QUESTION
"If so, to what extent?"
ANSWER
1. The alumnae secretary investigates from time
to time the number of alumnae employed and in v/hat
fields.
2» Ex-students association keeps in touch ;vlth
its graduates.
3. Alumnae secretary takes care of this.
4. Annual questionnaire and gathering of
recommendations
.
5. Keep in close personal contact v/lth graduates.
Placement bureau keeps each record on file and is
ready to assist them in any way possible.
6. Department of home economics has three part-
time field workers.
14
2
1
6

7. Annual follow-up and cumulative record
acquired each year by office of placement as long
as graduate is in remunerative employment, married
or single.
8. The several department heads, secretary
of publicity, and secretary of alumnae,
9. Keep record in alumnae files.
10. Letters to all first-year graduates asking
report on positions. Report on work by employers
filed in appointment bureau for reference.
11. Rating blank annually to employer.
12. Only for those teaching.
13. State department of education requires
successful supervised teaching for certificate.
14. Get statement of their work from their
employers
.
15. Primarily in teaching success.
16. Not as much as we should, as most of time
is spent with undergraduates.
17* Alumnae secretary keeps record of activitie
of alumnae,
18. Visits, correspondence.
19, Periodic reports from superintendent of
schools, follow-up studies.
QUESTIONS
"Do you attempt to make any occupational adjust-
ments?" "If so, to what extent?"
ANSWERS
No reply 10
No 9
Yes, in individual cases 1

ANSV/ERS COIJTINUED
Available Tipon request 1
When almnnae ask for It 1
Do not have a formal occupational
bureau but dean or major
professors often make occupa-
tional adjustments 1
No definite prograra--cooperate viith
individual's needs as problems
arise 1
QUESTION
"Do you make any analysis of the occupational
distribution of graduates?"
ANSWER
Yes 13
No reply 5
In a general way only 2
No 2
Not to any extent 1
No records—fragmentary prior to 1930 1
QUESTION
"Do you make any analysis of occupational oppor
tunities for graduates?"
ANSWER
Yes 10
No reply 8
No 4
In a general way 1
Not in a systematic way 1
QUESTION
"Do you make any analysis of the occupational
requirements?"
ANSV.TIR
Yes 8
No 1
Have books v/hich tell them 1
Use available information in general
field but do no independent
research 1
No reply 13

58.
ADMISSION
QUESTION
"WciB-t scholastic qualifications do you require
for admission?"
MSY/ER
1. Fifteen units in an approved high school,
good moral character, intellectual promise, earnest-
ness of purpose, medical examination, character
recommendations . --Each candidate considered individually.
2. Admission by certificate.
3. Fifteen units, ability to pursue college
course, health, character recommendations, examinations
unless certified.
4. Graduate of accredited high school, rank in
highest quarter of class, character recom:iiendation from
principal, scholastic aptitude test, satisfactory health,
sixteen years at admittance.
5# Diploma or fifteen units from affiliated school,
examination or individual approval.
6, Entrance units sixteen, graduate of senior
high school.
7. Fifteen units, certificate, examination.
8. Graduate from approved high school and
recommended by school.
9, Sixteen years of age, certificate of graduation
from accredited school.—Preference for college entrance
is given to students ranlcing in upper one-fourth of
their graduating classes. By examination, transfer,--
Physical report.
10, Fifteen high school units.
11. Fifteen acceptable units by certificate, or
college entrance examinations.

59.
12. Average grade not less than 80 per cent on
fifteen iinits of preparatoi*y work (twelve units pre-
scribed and three elective). The student must have
a high school diploma and be recommended by the
principal of the high school.
13. Fifteen units, school certification, health
certificate, personal recommendation.
14. Graduate of an accredited high school or
examination.
15» Usual ones.
16. Completion of preparatory course, certifi-
cate or examination, evidence of physical and mental
fitness for college course.
17. Graduate of standard high school with a
minimum of fifteen units.
18. Each student given individual attention
—
she must be recommended by her high school principal
as college material.
19. Fifteen Carnegie units earned in high school
approved by state department of education.
20. Fifteen units, certificate or examination,
physical fitness.
21. Recorai7iendation of high school authorities.
22. Fifteen units, high record, and recommendation
from school.
QUESTION
"Do you require character recommendations?"
MSV/ER
Yes
No
No reply
20
3
1

QUESTION
"By whom?"
ANSWER
1. High school principal, or other qualified
person, parish priest.
2. High school principal, and one other person,
3. Principal
4» Pastor, principal of school, senior teacher.
5# Pastor, often by alumnae or others.
6« Minister and one other,
7, Principal.
8, Three character rating blanks—two of them
to be written by officials or teachers of the school,
the third by any person qualified to speak regarding
interests and ability.
9, High school principal and two responsible
persons
.
10. Pastors, business men, former students.
11. High school principal.
12. Three chosen by candidate, one college
alumnae, school principal.
13. Principal of high school.
14. Pastor and other individuals Imown to the
institution.
15. Principal; when transfers come they bring
certificate of honorable dismissal from college
attended.
16. Applicant chooses.
17. Business, social, school.
18. Principal or dean.

QUESTION
Do you admit upon certification?
ANSWER
Yes
State teachers' certificate
No reply-
Si
1
1
QUESTION
"What are the requirements for certification? tr
ANSWER
1. High school approved by the state department
of education,
2. Graduation from accredited high school with
fifteen acceptable units.
3. Graduates of four year secondary schools
accredited by Southern Association, or corresponding
regional association, or by state department of educa-
tion and state universities.
4. Fifteen units, school certification, health
certificate, personal recommendation.
5. Certificate of a high school accredited as
first-class by State of New York, or by College
Entrance Board.
6. High school diploma.
7. Must be a graduate of an accredited high
school, must present specific entrance requirements.
8. Fifteen Carnegie units earned in high school
approved by state department of education.
9. Graduate from approved high school.
10, Fifteen units, accredited high school work.
11. Applicant must make the grade required by
her school for recommendation to college.

12. Accredited state high school, schools In
North Central Association and similar bodies.
13. Eighty per cent or higher in high school
work, and recommendation from principal.
14. Graduate of accredited high school, rank
in highest quarter of class, character recoimiiendation
from principal, scholastic aptitude test, satisfac-
tory health.
15. Must be in highest fifth of senior class.
16. Certificate grade must be ten points higher
than passing.
17. Fifteen acceptable credits, graduate.
18. Certificate of graduation from accredited
school. Preference for college entrance is given to
students ranking in upper one-fourth of their gradua-
ting classes.
QUESTION
"Do you require examination?"
ANSVlfER
No 8
If not certified 4
If not from affiliated school 2
No reply 2
Yes 2
Of some 1
Only v/hen student does not meet
requirements set forth 1
No, but accept College Board 1
Accept College Board, Catholic
University, New York Regents 1
When not graduates of an accredited
school 1
Psychological test unless other
requirements are satisfactory 1
QUESTION
"Vfeat examinations?"
ANSV.^R
1. Own or state examinations.

2, Psychological
3, English, matliemat.lcs
,
histoi*y, a lancuage
and often a science. Examinations required of non-
graduates and those falling to make the 80 per cent
required.
4, Psychological unless other requirements
are satisfactory.
5, Examination board of college gives examina-
tions to all not properly certificated.
6, Intelligence, reading, graminar, vocabulary.
7, Aptitude test,
QUESTION
"Do you make any attempt to have an interview
with a prospective student before she registers?"
Yes 9
No 5
Always see every student before
accepting her 1
Prefer to interview but do not
require it 1
Not necessary but recommend it 1
Not required but may do so 1
Yes in probably four-fifths of
the cases 1
If she lives in this vicinity and
asks for an interview 1
Yes, if the student lives within
a short distance 1
Faculty adviser does this 1
Not before she arrives on campus 1
No reply 1
QUESTION
"Do you make any inquiry as to the interests of
prospective students?"
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ANS;VER
Yes 13
No 7
No reply 2
Only as to type of course desired 1
General invitation to her to dis-
cuss her interests with us
should she desire 1
QUESTION
"iVhat kind?"
AI^S\VER
1, Personal visits and by correspondence.
—
In touch with most of students for two or more years
before they enter.
2, Their reasons for attending college, their
vocational aims, and subject preferences.
3, Interest in music or art, scientific or
literary work.
4« Academic, extra-curricular, vocational.
5. Vocational, educational.
6. All kinds.
7. Only as to type of course desired.
8. Letter Is to be written to college by pros-
pective student. The letter is to contain the follow-
ing information: (1) Hov/ you became interested in
college, (2) Vi/hich of all the things you have done
in school has given you the greatest personal satis-
faction. (3) V/hat books of your own choice you have
read in the past six months. (4) VvTiat interesting
contacts or experiences you have had outside of your
home and school, such as travel or camp life. (5)
V/hether you are interested in a competitive freshman
scholarship. (6) Whether you wish to obtain a college
degree or whether at the present time you have other
plans
•

9. Entrance blank and the letters from her
secondary school.
10, Always discussed in interview.
11, Questionnaire.
12, On application blank.
QUESTION
"Do you attempt to advise the prospective
student as to the type of college course she should
take, after you have studied her scholastic achieve
ments, her character recommendations, and have dis-
cussed her interests with her?"
ANSWER
Yes 8
No 1
Yes, if she asks for it or seems to
need it 1
Discuss possibilities v/ith her and
her parents—let them decide 1
Yes—emphasis on advice, not on
requiring her to pursue a cer-
tain course 1
Program is being planned but is not
used as yet 1
Yes—dean and dean's secretary do
this 1
Through individual counselling of
the dean, registrar, and
counselor 1
Adviser discusses subject with her 1
Her adviser when she comes to college 1
No—because fresliman year is so
uniform that choice can be made
at the end of that year 1
Liberal arts course only one offered;
advised not to enter if interests
are otherv/ise 1
Yes—much time is spent on this with
freshman students 1
No reply 4

SUPERVISION OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
QUESTION
"Do you have sororities or secret societies?"
ANSWER
No 19
Yes 3
No reply 2
QUESTION
"How many?"
ANS\^/ER
18 1
14 1
4 1
QUESTION
"Do you have faculty sponsors?"
ANSWER
Yes 2
No 1
QUESTION
"\'i/'hat are their responsibilities?"
ANSV/ER
Advisory and social 1
Advisory 1
QUESTION
"Do you have supervision of sorority finances?"
ANS\\rSR
Yes 2
No reply 1

QUESTION
"By whora?"
ANSV/ER
Committee on sorority affairs 1
Faculty-student finance board 1
QUESTION
"When do you allow rushing?"
ANSV/ER
Second week of college 1
First two weeks of school 1
No reply 1
QUESTION
"Who makes the rushing rules?"
ANSWER
Panhellenic with approval of committee 1
Panhellenic council 1
No reply 1
QUESTION
"Vifho sees that they are obeyed?"
AIvfSWER
Panhellenic council 2
Wo reply 1
QUESTIONS
"Do you have social sororities or societies?"
"Plow many?"
ANSWERS
Ye 3 One 1
Societies Six 1

QUESTIONS
"Do you have educational sororities?" "How
many?" "V/hat fields?"
ANSVvTERS
1. Clubs, eight; in the classics, fine arts
home economics, science, speech, French, Spanish,
German.
2. Yes; four in science, Spanish, dramatics
music.
3. Educational clubs for practically every
phase of academic v/ork carried on at the college.
4. Clubs for activities.
5. Clubs in departments--electlon on basis
achievement
•
QUESTION
"Do you have honorary sororities?"
AWSIVER
Yes 13
QUESTION
"Hov/ many?"
ANS^VER
One 7
Nine 2
Two 1
Six 1
Eleven 1
Sixteen 1
QUESTION
"Prom what classes are the members chosen?"

Junior and senior 3
Junior 1
Generally not before the sophomore year 1
Senior, philosophical 1
Sophomore class up 1
Sophomore, junior, senior (activity) 1
JZfBK 2
QUESTION
"Do you have national sororities?"
ANSV/ER
Yes 3
0BK 2
QUESTION
"Do you have scholastic requirements for admi
sion to social sororities?"
ANSY/ER
Yes 2
Only the honorary, high scholastic
standing 1
"C" 1
Upon graduation, honor students are
candidates for Kappa Gamma Pi,
Catholic Women's Graduates Society 1
QUESTION
"V/ho sets these requirements?"
ANSWER
Faculty sponsors 1
National and college 1
No reply 1
QUESTION
"Prom what classes are the students admitted
the sororities?"
ANSV/ER
All classes 3

CLASS ORGANIZATIONS
QUESTION
"Do you have class budgets audited?"
ANSWER
Yes
No reply
No
QUESTION
"By whom?"
ANSWER
Business Manager
Comptroller
Business Secretary of College
College auditors
College
Professor of mathematics
Faculty sponsor
Dean
Registrar
Central treasurer of student
fund and two students
Student auditing committee
Auditing committee chosen by
board
No reply
QUESTION
"Do you have class advisers?"
Yes 15
No reply 5
No 2
Honorary members 1
Honorary class sponsors only 1
activities
16
6
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
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QUESTION
"If so, v/hat are their duties?"
ANSWER
1. General advisers, attend meetings, plan social
functions
•
2. Supervise class meetings and activities.
3. Chosen by students--chiefly friendly advice
and cooperation with class fiinctions,
4. Advisory.
5. Advise and oversee class activities.
6. Faculty members or representatives are present
at all important class functions.
7. Presiman social activities and individual
adviser.
8. Approve all proposed principles of action and
acts of group before action is taken,
9. Check financial and social events.
10, To guide them in extra-curricular activities.
11, Class and all functions on campus must be of
a certain standard.
12, Plelp plan progra^ns and discuss problems;
chaperon.
13, Give advice in making programs.
14, Adviser of freshmen, dean—other classes.
15, Honorary class sponsors only.
16, Chiefly social.
QUESTION
"Do you have college supervision of class functions?"
ANS\VER
Yes 16
No reply 8

QUESTION
"To what extent?"
ANSWER
1. Faculty advisers, and dean of women.
2. Faculty sponsors, and chaperons for social
affairs.
3. Social committee --four students and four
faculty, dean, chairman v/ithout vote.
4. Chaperons.
5. Program approved by dean, faculty members or
representatives at activities.
6. Dean of v/omen supervises social fimctions,
the Public I^mctions Committee censors all public per-
formances (plays, stunts, etc.) and the athletic coach
supervises class athletic affairs.
7. Class advisers.
8. Great.
9. Very slight, chaperons.
10. Two faculty committees— (1) Social Activities,
(2) Student Problems—take care of this supervision in-
sofar as it is necessary. An active "Student Associa-
tion" executive committee controls class functions.
11. College standards, permission from office of
Dean of V/omen.
12. Chief Warden confers with student committee
on all social activities.
13. Plans must be approved.
14. Partial—dances.
15. Class functions are minor, hall functions
emphasized. Head resident Is adviser in each residence
hall.

GENERAL
QUESTION
"Do you have a director of personnel?"
ANSWER
Yes 10
No 9
No reply 5
QUESTION
"YiOiat is her title?"
ANS\1'ER
Director of Personnel 4
Dean of Women 3
Dean, also Plead of Appointment
Bureau 1
Director of Personnel Research
Bureau 1
Dean of Students 1
QUESTION
"What are her duties?"
ANSV/ER
1. Dean is Dean of Students, Facultj^, Social and
Academic Dean all in one.
2. Personal problems, educational and vocational
guidance, mental hygiene, scholarships, loans, employ-
ment, placement, supervision of nursery schools, F.E.R.A.
projects, freshman week, research, accumulative records,
3. Cooperates with advisers in achieving proper
adjustment of students; responsible for cumulative records
aids in adjusting programs— time budget; aids in planning
testing programs; keeps test records—charts progress or
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lack of progress; secures information on Interests,
abilities, achievements and future plans of students
through interviews, questionnaires, etc.
4. Duties as of those belonging to Eastern
College Personnel Officers Association; National
Personnel Association, etc,
5. (1) Supervises the dormitory staff, which is
composed of three directors and seventy hostesses,
(2) sponsors religious organization on the campus,
(3) does individual personnel v/ork, (4) has charge of
orientation of freshmen, (5) adviser and member of
Employment Committee, (6) general supervisor of all
organizations on the campus, (7) teaches course in
FAMILY in department of Sociology.
6. She is not in charge of vocational placement,
but does counseling on study methods, vocational and
educational planning, emotional and mental hygiene
proble^f-is. She cooperates in fact gathering and indi-
vidual diagnosis and advice with Dean, Doctors,
Psychiatrist, Vocational Secretary and V/arden. She
gives all psychological tests.
7. All correspondence with prospective students
up to the time of registration; relations with secon-
dary schools; in cooperation with the Deans, adjusting
new students to the campus; college publicity.
8. Personnel work is imder the general supervision
of the Dean of Women.
9. Chairman of admissions committee, program
adviser for freshman students and all students until
major adviser is chosen, chairman of guidance coxmcll,
chairman of personnel committee; adviser to college
physician, member of psychology department, adviser
to student orientation committee.
QUESTION
Is hers a line or a staff function?
ANSWER
Staff
Line
Both
2
1
1

QUESTION
"Do you have a central file where all the informa-
tion about a student is kept?"
ANSV/ER
Yes 15
No 5
No reply 4
QUESTION
"If so, where?"
ANSVffiR
Registrar's office 5
Personnel office 3
Dean's office 2
Office of Registration 1
Piles of Education Department 1
Dean and Registrar's office 1
Office of Dean of Students 1
In suite of offices of Registrar,
Personnel, Vocational, etc. 1
QUESTIONS
"Wrhat forms do you use for student records?"
"V/here are these filed?"
ANSITORS
1. Academic in Registrar's office; others in
Dean of V/omen's»
2. Cards in Registrar's office—Globe Wernicke,
Visible Index.
3. Dean's office—complete record; Registrar 's-
academic record, and permanent record; appointment
bureau—vocational record; doctor's office—health
record; bursar's office—financial record.
4. Own personnel record card—complete informa-
tion on this card.

5, American Council Cumulative Records--filed
in Education Department.
6, Academic record--Dean of College; social and
personnel records, information pertaining to disci-
pline--Dean of V/omen; financial records--Bursar
.
7, Student records are kept on cards, current
records are filed in the business office,
8, American Council of Education Cumulative
Record Polder,
9, Permanent record forms,
10, Admission and academic--Resistrar ' s office;
personnel records—Dean's office (contain academic
also) .
11, Personnel sheets in office of Dean of Women;
permanent record sheet—office of Registrar; hostess
report card--Dea2i of Women; record of classes—Dean
of College.
12, Personnel Bureau, Vocational Bureau, Dean's
Office, Warden's Office, and Medical Office all have
their ovm specially prepared forms,
13, Piled in Registrar's office,
14, Use own forms.
15, Use own forms which are kept in the Registrar
office. These are a compilation of several accepted
commercial forms.
16, Recorder's office—adjoining office of Dean
of Students,
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CHAPTER III
THE NEED FOR PERSONNEL WORK IN COLLEGES FOR V/OIvIEN
The need for personnel work in colleges
for women is seen most clearly in colleges of liberal
arts. Here is found a lack of vocational purpose
among many of the stiidents. Their reasons for taking
a liberal arts course are many, such as those found
by Langlie in his study. He asked, "V\/hy did you wish
a college education in general?" Some of the students
replied, "For general culture, to develop my mind, for
development of friendships and associations,"
There are, of course, as Langlie shows in
his report, a number of students who are taking this
liberal arts course in preparation for a definite
career. They may intend to teach, to do research work,
or to go into one of the professions. These people
have an objective toward which they are working.
It has been found that a person will work
harder and benefit much more from her courses if she
(1) Langlie, T, A,, THE FUNCTION OF THE SMALL ACADEMIC
COLLEGE FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING, Proceedings of the
Eastern College Personnel Officers, Fall Session, 1930,
Appendix II, Page 7.

has some goal toward v/hich she Is working and can
see that her work will aid her in reaching this goal.
V/hen a student is in college she should
get the most out of her courses that her innate ability
will allow. She should aim to become a worthy member
of society. If she does not plan to train herself to
be able to earn her living, she does not fulfil this
obligation.
Since it Is uncertain whether or not -a girl
may have to support herself, she ov/es it to herself
and to society to be trained even though she may never
have to use this training,
I wish to have it understood that I do
approve of a liberal arts course. I am heartily in
favor of it for those who can afford to spend four
years in college before specializing in a professional
field or specialized occupation and for those who do
not need a specific training.
Another argument in favor of personnel work
in colleges for women is the lack of knowledge on the
part of the students of occupational opportunities
and requirements. Frequently a student will have a
vague idea that she would like to enter a particular
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occupation. She Imov/s nothing about the details of
the position—the training necessary, the type of
work involved. Too many times she may find out that
some course which she might have elected, but did
not, was one that was either essential to or a great
help in filling the desired position. A student may
avoid a discouraging failure in a position if she
finds out the requirements of the position before-
hand. Through a well organized personnel system
these mistakes can generally be avoided.
For some girls the change from living at
home and attending the local high school to living
in a dormitory and having the freedom of thought and
action at college is bewildering. They seem to have
nothing familiar to use as a measviring stick. These
girls need some friendly advice to set them at ease
and to start them on a sticcessful college course.
They may have made a few maladjustments to the complex
college life. If caught soon enough, the intelligent,
well trained coimselor can easily straighten them
out.
Due to the overloaded programs of most mem-
bers of college faculties, the faculty advisory system
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has been a failure. There has also been a lack of
the consciousness on the part of many faculty mem-
bers that guidance was one of their functions. Of
course, there are always those leaders who become
Interested In their students and who spend a great
deal of time giving helpful advice. liVhlle the mal-
adjusted student may be helped by the faculty ad-
viser, he probably does not have time to make the
necessary research Into all the occupational oppor-
tunities and requirements in which the students may
be Interested, The very conscientious teacher, or
the one who Is not overburdened, may be able to give
occupational advice for some particular field In
which he Is Interested. In order to have the faculty
advisory system effective, the v/hole faculty and
student body must be made conscious of the alms and
functions of guidance. The facility must be trained
in advising. This method, unfortunately, has failed
in most colleges.
It can be seen that personnel work in col-
leges for women must be a conscious function of the
program in order that the student may receive the
greatest benefit from her college education. We must

help her find a vocational purpose, acquaint her
with the occupational opportunities and requirements,
avoid maladjustments to complex college life and
surmount the failure of the faculty advisory system.

CHAPTER IV
FUNCTIONS OP VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE
IN COLLEGES
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CHAPTER IV
FLTNCTIOIIS OF VOCATIONAL AHD EDUCATIONAL GUIDAl^CE
IN COLLEGES
The functions of vocational and educational
guidance in women's colleges are many. The first
function "Is the necessity of the relation of personnel
work, vocational and otherv/ise, to the educational
function itself. This means either direction in some
respects of the educational program by, or in the
light of, a personnel office; or else assumption by
the faculty of the personnel point of view in their
use of the personnel office for specialized services." ^-^^
Dean Clothier stresses the necessity of co-
ordination of the educational program v/ith the guidance
program in his statement, "Personnel work in a univer-
sity cannot be isolated under a staff of adr^iinistrators
,
nor departmentalized off in a water-tight compartment
of its own. Insofar as personnel work in university
is permitted to become a live function operating through
its ovm trained officials and executives, its purpose
(1) Crawford, Albert B., EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL WORK—
THE FIELD Al^D ITS FUNCTIONS, Proceedings of the Eastern
College Personnel Officers, Volume VI, Number 1, Page 7,
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Is largely defeated. Rather personnel work must be
a staff function, and hence a leaven throughout the
whole organization. Every official, dean, advisor,
professor, instructor becomes a personnel officer,
studying each student as an individual, discovering
his aptitudes and interests, and adapting his teach-
ing and his guidance and his administrative actions
to them."^^^
Mrs. Anna Reed says that there should be a
"stimulation of the faculty to greater interest in
the personal responsibility for, the detection, if not
the solution, of student problems ."
The faculty should be chosen with the idea
of having only those professors and instructors who
can and will actively take part in this personnel
work. V/here the personnel work is just being con-
sciously installed, each member of the faculty will
have to be trained as to the aims and fimctions of
the program and hov/ and her duties fit into the
program.
(1) Clothier, R. C, RELATIONS BETiVEEN PLACEr.IENT AIID
PERSONNEL, Proceedings of the Eastern College Personnel
Officers, Volume IV, Number 2, Pages 14-15.
(2) Reed, Anna Y., THE TIE THAT BINDS, Proceedings
of the Eastern College Personnel Officers, Volume IV,
Number 2, Page 10.
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The elements of personnel work which I am
going to discuss are taken from the list compiled
by the Committee on College Personnel--Principles
,
Pimctlons, and Standards, of the American College
Personnel Association, ^'"^ I have not listed these in
the same order as did Dean Clothier's committee and
I have added "try-out work". There are a number of
these functions which it is very difficult to sepa-
rate. They are so closely related to one another
that when you are dealing with one you are dealing
with some phase of another. For this reason my des-
criptions will have to overlap.
After we have our faculty and staff trained
to adopt the personnel program, our next important
step is the selection of students for admission. Dur-
ing the years previous to the depression, there were
so many applications for admission to colleges that
the administration became very discriminating. To be
admitted to some colleges one had to have been regis-
tered at birth and have a very high scholastic rating.
(1) Crawford, Albert B,, EDUCATIONAL P13RS0NHEL WORK--
THE FIELD AND ITS PTOICTIONS, Proceedings of the Eastern
College Personnel Officers, Volume VI, Number 1, Page 9.

During this period other schools raised their scholas-
tic entrance requirements and also considered person-
ality traits.
Now that there are fewer applicants for
admission, I hope that the colleges will not lower
their standards. If these entrance requirements are
what they should be, they are standards set to indi-
cate that those who can meet them will probably be
siiccessful in college. If a person cannot meet the
requirements of admission, he should find something
else to do at which he will be more likely to succeed.
The colleges have found that it does not
pay to admit students who are "probable failures".
It is very expensive to take care of them and they
generally lack the ability to do the work.
The question is, what standards should be
set? Some colleges require that students pass the
College Entrance Board or the Board of Regents examina
tions, some require certification from the high school
and others admit without examination a certain frac-
tion of the class according to rank. An argument in
favor of class rank over marks is that of Hedge and
Huston to the effect that "Testimony to the validity
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of class rank in high school as an index of college
ability is to be seen in the fact that all but two
of those frora the highest quarter maintained aver-
ages of "C" or better as college freshmen, while none
from the lowest quarter were able to achieve that
level of scholarship. " ^-^^
Besides the pupil's rank in scholarship
her Interests, aptitudes and ability should be con-
sidered. It is important that she be admitted only
to a college v/here the courses offered fit in with
her make-up* If she does not enjoy doing mechanical
and routine work, she should not be admitted to a
secretarial course. If she does have difficulty with
languages but does enjoy and does do good work in
mathematics, she should find a course where her ability
with figures will be useful.
Due to the rigid requirements for the col-
lege entrance examinations, the students have to con-
centrate throughout high school on preparation for
these. It is unfortunate that the students cannot
(1) Hedge, John W., and Hutson, Percival W., A TECH-
NIQUE FOR EVALUATIHG GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES, School Review,
September, 1931, Volume 39, Page 518.

spend more time benefiting from the subject being
studied without subconsciously feeling that they
might be asked about it on their examination.
There are faults to the system of admis-
sion which must be corrected in time. This method
of exaiiiination is one of thera.
The regulations for admission are generally
set up by a faculty committee under the guidance of
the dean or president. The director of personnal
should be included in this group so that she may give
advice from the personnel point of view.
Now that we have admitted our students we
must orientate them to the college program. One of
the methods which has been developed in recent years
is "Freshman Week", which may last from one to five
or six days. During this period the attention of the
whole administration is on the freshmen. The program
may be as extensive as tliat worked out at Ohio State
University and installed in 1930, where they admit
approximately three thousand pupils each year. They
divide the students into one hundred sections of
thirty students each. Every section Is in charge of
two faculty members, who are assisted by an upper-clas

man. The faculty leaders make a report of each in-
terview which becomes part of the student's personnel
record. The leaders are from the college in which
the student is registered in order that the student
may be able to talk with a person who is familiar
with the field in which the student is interested.
The program for 1930 included the following
administrative events: (1) physical exaiaination for
both men and women; (2) measurement of men for mili-
tary uniforms; (3) registration of women with the
dean of v;omen; (4) intelligence test; (5) chemistry--
placement test; (6) English placement test; (7) musi-
cal tryouts. Then there are the orientational events
(1) faculty interview; (2) assembly—address by the
president; (3) illustrated talk on the history of
the university; (4) tour of campus; (5) tour of the
library; (6) talk on extra-curricular activities
—
given to several groups by a few especially well-
informed seniors rather than by the large number of
student leaders whose effectiveness had proved uneven
in other years; (7) talk by the senior dean of each
college on the functions of his college; (8) talk by
the junior dean of each college on student adjustment
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(9) special and recreational events: a mixer given
by the Young Men's Christian Association and by the
Young Women's Christian Association, church recep-
tions. Intramural recreational athletics, a visit to
the stadium to see the football team in practice, an
evening given over to a student night managed by a
student senate; (10) a conference for parents, at
which the freshman program is described in order
that parents might be informed of the university pro-
gram.
"Conferences with parents", I feel, is an
important part of the program. We have too little
cooperation with the family. Father may want his
daughter to be a teacher of languages because her moth-
er was. The daughter might make a very excellent
dietician and a very poor and unhappy English teacher.
If the family and school can get together from the
beginning, such mistakes can frequently be avoided.
The intelligence tests are given to find out
the potentiality of each student. These tests have
not as yet been perfected to a degree of infalability
.
(1) Cowley, W. H., EVALUATING FRESHMAN WEEK AT OHIO
STATE UinVERSITY, School Review, February 1931, Pages
134-139.
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Hall states, "V/e can obtain trustv/orthy objective data
for a positive guidance program. " ^•'^ ^ Much work has
been done to standardize them but there is still op-
portiinity for improvement. V/hen using the intelli-
gence ratings, the adviser should remember this fact.
It is true that these intelligence tests are more
reliable than the interests and aptitude tests.
Hall stresses the point that profiles must
be constructed and weights assigned to each aspect.
He also says that a "change in the goals of the pupils
must be accomplished tlirough motivation rather than
failure." (2) This point is an important one to remem-
ber because it is much harder to re-direct interest
after a failure than to direct interest without this
handicap.
All the information from the tests should
become a part of the student's record.
Through the orientation events the student
is able to become acquainted with the campus and to
learn about the extra-curricular activities.
(1) Hall, C. W., TEST DATA AS FORECASTS OF VOCATIONAL
AND COLLEGE SUCCESS, Vocational Guidance Magazine,
Number 5, February 1933, Page 215.
(2) Ibid.

My only criticism of the Ohio State Univer-
sity program Is that there is a great deal of material
thrown into a short period of time, Learnln£^ about
the functions of each college and about student ad-
justments along with all the other events will not be
as effective as if they were offered to the students
after they are a little better acclimated.
This program includes in one week the mater-
ial which some colleges spread over a whole semester.
Maverick suggests "a full or half-year class in col-
lege and cultural orientation, and where possible a
try-out of typical processes in each field,"
The importance of a thorough physical examina-
tion at the beginning of the course cannot be over-
emphasized. Poor health causes many failures among
students.
Counseling of students should start at the
beginning of the fresliman year. The students should
feel free to ask for advice, whether it is because of
some maladjustment, bewilderment, want of friendly
(1) Maverick, Lewis A,, TIIE VOCATIONAL GUIDAIICS OP
COLLEGE STUDENTS, Harvard Studies in Education, Volume
VIII, Harvard University Press, 1926, Chart II,
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counsel, or just indecision. Staff and faculty should
do all that is possible to help them.
Another phase of guidance which should start
at the beginning of the year is educational guidance.
A questionnaire about the pupil's vocational interests
should be answered promptly. The replies should be
checked by the counselor v/ith the student and a dis-
cussion of the student's interests and abilities in
relation to her vocational choice considered. Any
difficulty that the student may have in her studies
should be talked over and straightened out without de-
lay or loss to the student, if possible.
The question of financial aid to self-
supporting students is one that has become more impor-
tant in the last fev/ years due to the advance of the
democratic idea of a "college education for all" and
since the depression due to the lack of part-time and
summer employment.
In a study made by Moore, of North Carolina
State College, he found that "the grades of freshman
self-help students do not seem to be affected to any
appreciable extent by their efforts to earn part of
their college expenses ." ^-^^
(1) Moore, Joe E., A STUDY OP CERTAIN VARIABLES .\I.:ONG
SELF-HELP FRESin.'IEN, Vocational Guidance Magazine,
Number 3, November 1932, Page 122.
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The question as to whether or not the col-
lege should take the responsibility of financing a
student through college is one that is before many-
colleges today. The city colleges have been able to
place some of their girls in homes where they can
earn their room and board, Boston University, V/elles-
ley, and Smith are three places where cooperative
dormitories are run. Some of the colleges have the
students work in their offices and departments to
cut their expenses.
Boston University is one university where
student loan funds for small amounts have been estab-
lished. Some students are fortunate enough to come
to college on scholarships from their own communities.
If they are in a college which is fortunate enough to
have scholarships, and they are able to meet the re-
quirements, they may be able to finance themselves
through college. Tlie lack of these scholarships, par-
ticularly in the younger colleges, makes the money
problem there more vital. The latest development is
the F.E.R.A. part-time employment program. This pro-
gram aims to help the student who would otherwise not
be able to stay in college. This is only a temporary
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measure of the Federal Government which was started
last year and is planjied for the present academic
year only. Although the problem is unsolved, many
attempts are being made to find means by v/hich these
ambitious people may get the desired education.
Several times I have mentioned the record-
ing of information about the student. This informa-
tion should be recorded on a cumulative record which
should be kept up-to-date. The detail required on
this form is a debated question simong college per-
sonnel officers, particularly the graph. A very de-
tailed form was drawn up by the American College
Personnel Association in 1928. ^-^^ This form calls
for graphs, detailed information about experience,
interests, grades, vocational preferences, health
(physical and mental), social adjustments, family,
and personality traits. Some of the personnel workers
feel that the amount of clerical work required to fill
out the form is too much for the information it gives.
Dean Clothier says "because it is necessary to collect
(1) Hawkes, Herbert E., RECENT DE^/ELOPMENTS IN COLLEGE
PERSONNEL \YORK, Proceedings of the Eastern College
Personnel Officers, Volume III, Number 1, Insert.
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and co-ordinate this infomatlon, personnel records
are essential. But they are valuable only in the
degree in which they are as simple as possible, are
kept up to date and are u.sed with intelligence by
the deans, advisers and instructors who deal with the
students as individuals. Otherwise they constitute
so much useless red tape."^"'-^
The matter of housing service has already
been mentioned in connection with the cooperative
dormitories for the self-help students. The dean
generally has charge of the regular dormitories as
well as the cooperative ones. I have also mentioned
the placing of girls with approved families where the
students may earn their room and board.
The next function to be considered is the
health and psychiatric service. Under the health ser-
vice there are tv/o divisions; the examination for evi-
dence of disease, and the examination for evidence of
physical defects. Closely related to the last is the
discovery of mental defects. Dr. Pry, an experienced
(1) Clothier, R. C, REI.ATIOl^IS BETWEEN PLACEI.iENT AND
PERSONNEL, Proceedings of the Eastern College Personnel
Officers, Voliune IV, Number 2, Page 13,
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psychiatrist, says "the counsellor should "be able
to recognize symptoms of abnormalities and refer such
cases to the psychiatrist rather than attempting to
counsel. " ^-^^ "Dr. Fry warned against attempting work
of this sort without sufficient background and pointed
out that correcting a superficial difficulty sometimes
aggravated an unsuspected underlying weakness. He
also warned against the tendency on the part of coun-
sellors and others to give advice on the basis of
tests or personal opinion and urged that individuals
be encouraged to decide for themselves
The supervision of extra-curricular activi-
ties varies with the colleges. The sororities generally
have a faculty adviser and the athletic teams faculty
coaches. The matter of sorority rushing varies widely
among the colleges. In one college the rushing is
completed before freshman week is over, in many others
rushing takes place during each semester, in others
rushing is not allov/ed until the second semester, and
in still others it does not take place until the second
(1) Board, Samuel and Fry, Clement C, THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN AN EXPERIENCED VOCATIONAL COUITSELLOR AND THE
PSYCHIATRIST, Proceedings of the Eastern College Person-
nel Officers, Volume VII, Number 1, Page 30.
(2) Ibid.

or third year. Having all these different policies
brings many problems. Each college has its ovm dif-
ficulties which it must work out.
The athletic activities for the girls are
generally carefully supervised by the physical educa-
tion department. The campus colleges are able to do
much more for their girls than the city colleges
where lack of space hainpers them.
The social functions of the dormitories and
sororities are supervised to see that debts are paid,
that they are chaperoned and the college rules observed.
The next function of personnel administra-
tion is placement advice and follow-up. In order to
make satisfactory placement a study of the student
was begun at the beginning of the freshman year under
counseling. This should be carried through the entire
course so that the student will have made up her mind
as to what she wants to do and to have worked her
program out with her vocation in view.
In preparing for her work, the student must
find out what her abilities and aptitudes are and
analyze her interests. In a study made by Thorndike
he found that the "lov; correlations sho\7 that there

Is little relation betv/een salaries earned and psy-
chological and educational measurements,"^-'-^ He
further states that "vocational histories of boys
and girls are not in accord with the opinions of those
enthusiasts for vocational coimsel who assume that
an examination of a boy or girl at age 14, and a study
of his school record, will presage fitness for spe-
cific vocational adjustraent . " ^ ^
^
"The educational careers could be prophe-
sied with great accuracy from the facts we knev/ at
age 14."^^)
It is interesting to note that educational
success can be prophesied at the age of 14 with great
accuracy while vocational success can not, V/e should
remember this when we are giving pupil ratings
•
Another interesting piece of research is
that of R, H. Macy and Co., Inc. as to the qualities
of their training squad. They found that "the unsuc-
cessful individual usually presented a good appearance,
(1) Thorndike, Edward L., TIIE PREDICTION OF SUCCESS IN
VOCATIONAL LIFE, Occupations, December 1933, Volume 12,
Number 4, Page 14.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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shov/ed in the majority of cases a co-operative atti-
tude, expressed himself well, and made a fairly good
contact. " ^-^^
This finding makes us realize that we must
go deeper than appearances to determine qualifica-
tions for placement.
"Placement Is the procedure of helping the
student find his proper place in the work of the
world, secure that position or opportunity where he
will have the chance to exercise the abilities v/hich
he has developed and to satisfy the interests with
which he is endowed, to grow, and to find the maxi-
mum reward in terras of money and satisfaction.
"
According to Cunliffe "a career cannot be
chosen; it is dynamic, not static; it is lived and
built through the continuous selection of courses of
action, necessary in effecting satisfactory adjust-
ment."
(1) Anderson, V. V., SELECTING PROSPECTIVE EXECUTIVES
FOR DEPARTIvJErIT STORE WORK, Proceedings of the Eastern
College Personnel Officers, October 1930, Appendix I,
Pa'^e 21
(2? Clothier, R. C, RELATION BETYfEEN PLACEMENT AND
PERSONNEL, Proceedings of the Eastern College Personnel
Officers, Volume IV, Number 2, Page 15.
(3) Cunliffe, R. B., VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE THAT FUNC-
TIONS, Vocational Guidance Magazine, January 1933,
Page 165.
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Another point to consider in placement is
that brought out by Smith. He says, "It takes a
certain degree of intelligence to be successful in
an engineering or professional school. But a person
can be successful in college, in an engineering
school or trade school without very much mechanical
aptitude, because while it does take some to do the
work in school, he can do the work, but where it
shows up is when a person gets employment after he
has left his college. Therefore we should not only
measure the aptitude in college; we should measure
the aptitude of people after they get out to see if
there is a high correlation betv/een mechanical ability
and actual success in occupations v/here they demand
mechanical ability."
It can be seen from the statements of these
people that much serious objective study must be under-
taken to make an effective and satisfactory placement.
Once a graduate is placed, the personnel
advisor's job is not finished. The student must be
(1) Smith, Fred, REPORT OP THE STANDING COLUHTTEE ON
APTITUDE TESTS, Proceedings of the Eastern College
Personnel Officers, Pall Session, 1930, Page 9.

followed to see if the placement Is satisfactory.
If so, learn why; if not, learn v/hy not. If adjust-
ments need to be made, there should be an attempt
to have them made.
The information acquired from this follow-
up will go into two records, the alumnae records and
an analysis of occupational distribution of graduates
and of their occupational experiences. Through a
study of these reports, the adviser can see how ef-
fective her guidance has been. She can analyze her
successes and failures. Prom this analysis she v/ill
be better able to give advice in the future.
Administrative research into the available
occupations for graduates and the qualifications for
these, as well as contact with graduates, is essen-
tial to a v/ell operated system of personnel adminis-
tration.
Try-outs for college students have been
attempted in several colleges. At Radcliffe they
feel that they have been very worthv;hile. Following
a discussion of "apprentice v/ork for undergraduates
and inexperienced candidates" at the meeting of the
Eastern College Personnel Officers, on April 9, 1932,
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the following conclusion was drawn up: "It was
brought out that volunteer apprentice jobs are par-
ticularly valuable in these difficult times, Rad-
cliffe has developed apprentice jobs widely, and
has foimd them of value, not only in giving exper-
ience, but leading to permanent positions. These
jobs are arranged for one afternoon a v/eek, and
v/hen possible involve work connected with the stu-
dent's field of concentration. Positions have been
found in the Peace Foundation, the League of Nations
Association, the Cambridge Court, the libraries of
the Children's Aid Society and the Y.V/.C.A. Volun-
teer tutoring jobs were also arranged. The possi-
bility of using the alumnae, and also some of the
women's service clubs, such as the Altrusa Clubs,
was brought out."^-^^
It can be seen that all these fujictions
aim for one goal—the complete living of the student.
(1) Proceedings of the Eastern College Personnel
Officers, Volume VI, Number 2, Spring Session, 1932,
Page 33.

CHAPTER V
A PROPOSED PERSONNEL PROGRAI^

CHAPTER V
A PROPOSED PERSONNEL PROGRAM
The adoption of a personnel program in a
college for about four hundred women will depend a
good deal upon the individual situation. No gener-
al rule can be set up to be followed. The important
thing in installing the system is to keep the good
will and cooperation of all the faculty and staff of
officers. Every member in the whole organization
has an important part, although some of them may be
small, in the program.
If a new college is being organized, the
teachers and staff members should be chosen who have
a knowledge of and an interest in an integrated per-
sonnel program in the college.
In a college that has been organized previ-
ously, the director of personnel should first get the
interest and cooperation of the faculty and staff
members. After the ?/hole organization has become
acquainted with the purpose of the personnel program
and the functions of each part of it, it is soon
enough to being to make gradual changes to bring the
program up to date.

It Is a difficult task to set up a program
for an abstract college because in actual practice
there are so many factors that v/ould condition one's
planning of a program. In a sectarian college there
are certain factors to be considered that are not
found in a non-sectarian college. Whether or not
the college is primarily a campus college or a day
college will affect the practicality of stressing
certain guidance activities.
Since personnel work in colleges is still
in the experimental stage, I can. only hope to set up
a program that will be practical, adaptable to indi-
vidual needs, and progressive. By progressive is meant,
adjustable to the nev/ methods of carrying on the work
which will be the result of research and experiment
as well as changed conditions.
The following is a program which could be
used in a new college, where the director of personnel
has been established since the organization of the col-
lege. It might also be evolved gradually in an older
college where the director of personnel has been es-
tablished for some time. The important thing to remem-
ber in going into a college as a director of personnel
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Is to make no radical changes. The changes should be
gradual. Have In mind at all times the goal you wish
to attain hut do not be too ambitious to reach this
goal. None of us like to change our methods of doing
things. Habits, even though they are bad ones or
antiquated ones, are hard for us to part with. V/e
must remember this when we ask the staff members and
faculty to follow our new plans.
The whole program will be developed around
the duties of the director of personnel and her rela-
tionship to the administrative offices and faculty.
SELECTION AND TRAINING OP FACULTY
In consultation with the president and who-
ever else makes up the committee to select the members
of the faculty, the director of personnel should make
a very clear picture of the necessary qualifications
of t]:ie members to be selected. The candidates should
not only be well prepared in their subject matter and
well able to present the subject matter, but they must
also have the right point of view as to their part in
the personnel program and a knowledge of and a willing-
ness to carry out their part in the program.
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When a personnel director Is appointed in
an established college, she should first explain to
the faculty as a group the general scope of the per-
sonnel program. Then, in individual conferences ex-
plain to the members of the faculty their particular
duties in this program,
SELECTION OF STUDENTS
In the selection of students, the director
of personnel should have some part. She should be a
member of the Committee on Admissions. Since she
comes in contact with all the stxidents, she should be
able to give some worthwhile advice as to which stu-
dents are likely to be the successful ones. The en-
trance requirements should be such that the students
who are admitted should be able to finish the four-
year course. At present there are too many drop-outs
after the first year. Whether this is due to admis-
sion of poor candidates or mal-adjustment is a ques-
tion. It is true, however, that the examination method
of admission is not adequate to test the qualifications
of a student for success in college life. From statis-
tical studies of the successful and unsuccessful Col-
leg© students as to their home conditions, education
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of parents, financial standing, health, personality,
as well as their previous school work, a better
criterion for admission can be formulated*
PRESIBIAN BULLETIN
Two or three weeks before college opens a
freshman week bulletin should be sent to each member
of the freshman class. The topics to be included in
the bulletin are as follov/s:
President's Message
Dates of Freshman Week
Purposes of Freshman I'Veek
Program for vVeek
Registration Instructions
Veto's -Bio on the Advisory Staff
General Information
Plan of Campus, Shopping Center
and Nearby Churches
List of Churches with Times of
Services
The president's message should be a letter
of welcome to the new student to attend the freshman
week program and become a member of the student body
of the college.
The dates of freshman v/eek should be clearly
stated with the time when arrival is expected.
The purposes of freshman week should be enu-
merated in order that the student may come to the col-
lege with the right attitude toward the program.

Registration instructions should be definite
as to the place, time and procedure of registration.
The V/ho»s V^ho on the Advisory Staff should
contain a list of all the people to whom to refer when
guidance is desired. This list would Include the fol-
lowing: Personal problems, scholarships, employment,
social adjustments, religious problems, vocational
guidance to Director of Personnel; health problems to
members of the Department of Physical Education, the
nurse or the Examining Physician; problems relating to
classroom work, courses of study, and academic credit
to Instructors, Faculty Advisor, or Head of Department;
problems of finance which cannot be solved with the aid
of the Director of Personnel should be taken up with
the Registrar.
General lnfoi»matlon that the students should
know about the plans for the week and the activities
in which they should talce part would be found in the
"General Information" section,
A plan of the campus, shopping center and
nearby churches will be of great assistance to the new
student in becoming physically orientated.

The list of churches with times of services
will facilitate the student's attendance at her own
religious services, v/hich should be encouraged by the
college.
ORIENTATION
The freshman week program is under the di-
rection of the Director of Personnel with the assis-
tance of a committee of faculty members who are
freshman advisors.
Of course, the \i±Lole program is carried out
with the approval of the president. The fresliman
week program is as follov/s:
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FRESHMAN WEEK PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY
9:00 Preliminary Registration
10:00 Assembly—Address by President—Welcome
10:45 Psychological Tests
2:00 Assembly
Explanation of program for week
Talk on history and traditions of college
Rules and regulations by Student Govern-
ment President
3:00 Conference with advisor as per schedule
—
parents are welcomed to talk with advisors
at this time
Physical examinations'"'
Posture pictures'""
7:30 Informal gathering—Singing
THURSDAY
9:00 Assembly—Budgeting Time and Money
10:00 Placement Tests—Languages—French, Greek
11:00 Final Registration
Physical Examinations"'^
Posture Pictures'""
Conferences v/ith Advisors
11:30 Placement Tests—Spanish, German
2:00 Assembly—Introduction of Heads of Departments
3:00 Placement Test—English
4:00 Group Meetings—20 in group under direction of
faculty advisor and student hostess. Tour
of Campus.
7:30 Dormitory Gatherings
FRIDAY
9:00 Assembly—Talks on activities by representa
tives of groups
10:00 English in Class Sections
Physical Examinajt; ions'"'
Posture Pictures'""
11:00 English in Class Sections
2:30 Faculty Reception and Tea
SATURDAY
Picnic under direction of Athletic Association
Sign up for your appointment on the schedule on the
athletic bulletin board in the section provided for your
group
.

The program is self-explanatory for the most
part. As can be seen, the conferences, physical exam-
inations, and posture pictures are to be fitted in
when the student is not at an examination or an assem-
bly. The singing program on Wednesday evening should
be conducted by upperclassmen. It should be an infor-
mal group where the girls can relax and enjoy them-
selves and become acquainted with some of the college
songs. It should be through by 8:30 so the girls may
get to their rooms and get settled early for the night
after their strenuous day.
The placement tests in languages are split
into two groups in order that some of the students may
be examined at this time, as v/ell as complete their
registration.
At the group meetings on Thursday the stu-
dents are given an opportunity to ask questions of
their advisor and student hostess that may have arisen
since their conference the day before. Then they are
taken on a tour of the campus.
The dormitory gatherings on Thursday evening
are to be informal, also. They are intended to bring
the girls who live in the same house together so that
they may become acquainted.
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The English classes which are held on Fri-
day are introductory classes. The purpose in hold-
ing this class at this time is to give the student
some concrete work to do over the week-end in a sub-
ject which will be an important one throughout her
college course.
The regular classes would start on Monday,
the day when the upper classmen register.
FRESHMAN ASSEMBLIES
1» The Personnel Bureau and Its Functions
2# How to Study
3. Health
4. Use of Library
5. The Offices of the College and the
Student's Relationship to Them
6. Vocational Fields for Women and the
Opportimities Offered at
College to Prepare for Them
The topics covered in the freshman assemblies
explain themselves.
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VOCATIONAL ASSEMBLIES
Following this series of lectures, another
series is given by graduates and leaders in the pro-
fessions and occupations open to women. The oppor-
tunities, personal qualifications, salaries, and du-
ties of the position are enumerated. The talk is
followed by a discussion period at which time the
students may ask questions. These assemblies are open
to all the student body and a certain number of assem-
blies must be attended by the students of all classes.
They may choose "those in which they are in-
terested. Further study on several occupations is
required of the individual student, through references
in the library and any personal observations that can
be made.
COUNSELING
The director of personnel should aim to have
at least four conferences with each student during the
year. The students are to be encouraged to talk over
any problems, no matter how small, with the director.
Any problems pertaining to choice of course, personal
problems, scholarships, loans, employment, social ad-
justments, religious problems, and vocational guidance

may be discussed with the director. When possible,
the conferences should be voluntary.
The choice of course may also be discussed
with the faculty advisor or the head of department as
well. Following a conference, the director of per-
sonnel may refer the student to one of these, or she
may be able to settle the difficulty herself.
Personal problems may be discussed and ad-
vice given. The important thing to remember in this
work is to let the student make the decision as to
the course of action.
FINANCIAL AID TO SELF-SUPPORTING STUDENTS
The method of handling the awarding of scholar-
ships will depend to a large extent upon the desires
of the donors. They set up their own qualifications.
If a new scholarship is to be set up, it would be ad-
visable to get the point of view of the director of
personnel before setting up the qualifications. She
perhaps better than any other one person could enumer-
ate the qualifications for the worthy recipient of a
scholarship.
If the awarding of scholarships is to be made
by the college, it is very important that the director
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of personnel be a member of this committee. The handl-
ing of the money for these scholarships as v/ell as the
loans should be handled by the financial office. The
director of personnel should not handle any money.
As to the loans, the director of personnel
should authorize them. They should be passed on indivi-
dually. V/lth some of these loan funds, as with some
scholarships, the qualifications of the recipients are
determined by the donors. The director of personnel is
the person in many cases to interpret these qualifica-
tions in terms of individuals. Boston University has
an interesting Emergency Loan Fund from which loans may
be made in an emergency, not to exceed ^25. These are
short loans that must be paid during the semester.
The further aid to self-siipporting students
should be through employment in the college and outside.
This will, of course, necessitate supervision on the
part of the director. Provision should be made if the
locality is such that there are a sufficient number of
good opportunities, for the students to earn their
room and board, and in some cases additional money.
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EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE
The program of educational guidance is car-
ried on throughout the four years the student is in
college. Through the selective method of admission,
only those students who are capable of doing the work
should be admitted.
During fresliman week at the conference with
their faculty adviser is the first opportimlty for in-
dividual educational as well as vocational and social
guidance
•
At the fresliman week lectures on budgeting
time and the functions of the educational departments
,
two group activities in educational guidance are ex-
plained.
These are followed by the freshman assemblies.
At the assemblies the following topics ¥/hich pertain
to educational guidance are taken up: the personnel
bureau and its functions, how to study, and the use of
the library.
The educational and vocational guidance func-
tions overlap as do many of the guidance functions.
When advising a student as to choice of courses it is

Important to know her vocational plans or expecta-
tions. The director of personnel should be avail-
able to give educational advice as is the faculty
adviser. When the major is chosen, a faculty ad-
viser in that field should be appointed to help plan
her program and supervise her work.

HOUSING SERVICE
The housing service should be under the di-
rection of the house heads. The director of personnel
should work with these people in securing girls to
wait on table, and perform other duties in the houses.
For the cooperative houses the girls should be selec-
ted by the director of personnel with the approval of
the house mother.
For any physical examinations or mental
tests the students should be referred to the health
service or to a psychiatrist. The intelligence tests
should be given by the psychology department, who are
experienced people in giving these tests.
SUPERVISION OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The class functions v/ould be supervised by
chaperons chosen from the faculty or their wives by
the class. The expenditure of all class funds should
be supervised by a member of the faculty appointed by
the president.
Since there are so few colleges that have
sororities and each has its ov/n method of supervision,
this is not a function for which a method of supervi-
sion needs to be given.

The clubs, which are organized in the vari-
ous fields of study, usually have a faculty advisor
who gives advice v/hen planning the programs and activi-
ties.
The dormitory functions are under the super-
vision of the heads of the houses and the athletic
programs are under the direction of the Department of
Physical Education.
PLACEIvIENT ADVICE AND FOLLOVv'-UP
Through the preparation for placement in the
freshman year in the orientation and vocational lec-
tures, through conferences, and research on the part
of the s tudent, the student becomes conscious of the
importance of early vocational choice and the impor-
tance of personal qualifications and knowledge as well
as training in fitting into the occupations today.
The freshman program is followed through the four ^ars
of college life. The student is required to attend a
certain number of vocational lectures each year and
to do a certain amount of research, until the voca-
tional choice is definitely made and the director of
personnel and the student are both agreed that the stu-
dent will be happy and successful in his work.
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The Personnel Bureau keeps an up-to-date
record of each student In regard to scholarship, ac-
tivities, notes on conferences, personality, home
conditions, health. A more complete record of this
is kept in the health department but it is confi-
dential and cannot be used freely), family, home con-
ditions, interests (occupational and recreational),
and any special notations about the student which may
be of assistance to the director*
The placement of students in positions upon
graduation should be an important part of the v;ork of
the director of personnel. If her program for under-
graduates is effective, this part of the v/ork should
not be difficult.
Following the placement of the students there
should be annual follow-up of the students to check
the effectiveness of the guidance program and to get
suggestions as to changes which might improve the pro-
gram.. Also, it is important to keep up with the con-
stantly changing demands of the various occupations.
A survey should be made frequently to keep up with the
demands. Much of the clerical work required in this

work could be done by seniors and graduate students
who are interested In this work and could be student
assistants in the department.
An analysis of the occupational distribu-
tion of graduates and of their occupational experi-
ences and a study of the trends of distribution would
be a valuable aid to the director of personnel.
The follow-up of the graduates should in-
clude check-up on the attitude of the graduate toward
her job and an attempt made to make adjustments where
possible.
This program throughout has been a guidance
program. The aim of it has been to make a happy, use-
ful and worthy member of society and to provide for
full and complete living,
TRY-OUTS
Radcliffe College has found "try-out" work
to be effective. If the college is so located that
opportunities are available for try-out work, this
should be part of the guidance program. Here the stu-
dents have an opportunity to apply their theory, and
at the same time find out if they enjoy the work which

they are considering as a vocation. This try-out
work may be part-time work while in college or it
may be carried on during the summer.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
The director of personnel should be a mem-
ber of the curriculum committee* Through her study
of the students in college and their needs upon
graduation, she should be able to give some very
valuable advice to this committee.
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CHAPTER VI
THE USE OF OBJECTIVE TESTS
IN DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY" AND CONDUCT
The development and use of the objective
test in diagnosing personality and conduct has been
the object of the attention of psychologists for a
number of years. According to Syi^ionds, "The purpose
of the psychological questionnaire is to study the
Individual by asking questions relative to his beliefs,
wishes, likes. Interests, tastes, preferences, choices,
feelings, fears, and worries ^ This definition
seems to agree with that of the other psychologists
who have been working and studying in this field.
As a result of their studies they have found
that the disg-uised or indirect questionnaire is more
effective when a person's attitude or opinion is de-
sired. The person will not then give the answer that
she thinks the examiner would like or which would make
a favorable impression on the examiner.
Symonds expresses his opinion in this regard
as follows: "It is probable that disguised questionnaires
(1) Symonds, Percival M., DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY AND
CONDUCT, Page 159.
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are more valid than those which are straightforward
in their approach. The straightforward attack par-
takes too imch of the nature of a test and permits
the pupil to control his responses to fit his pur-
poses. The disguised questionnaire, in which the
pupil is told he is doing one thing, but in v/hich the
items are so selected that the result yields a measure
of something else, is the ideal situation for measur-
ing conduct •"^"'^
Many of these tests which are being developed
are still in the experimental stage. The psychologists
admit that they have not been able to deteiinine the
results which some of the tests show. The results have
been proved to have a hi^ correlation but these results
can be said in many cases to show only general trends
or classifications,
"It is a satisfaction to report that suf-
ficiently high correlations have been found between the
halves of questionnaires designed to measure such charac-
teristics as psychoneurotic adjustment, introversion-
extroversion, inferiority complex, fair-mindedness.
( 1 ) Symonds , Perc ival , M . , DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY AND
CONDUCT, Pages 142-143.

studiousness, and ascendancy-submission to give us
firm groimd for believing that such qualities are
real characteristics of the personality and that they
may be measured by the questionnaire-rating scale
method, "^"^^ reports Symonds,
There are four classifications of ques-
tionnaires which I shall discuss briefly. They are
as follows: The Adjustment Questionnaire which deals
with the ability of the individual to adjust hiinself
to his environment; The Attitude Questionnaire which
deals with the individual's attitude toward school,
society, church, and government; The Interests Ques-
tionnaire which deals with the individual's interests,
which are scored in relation to the interests of
successful people in various occupations; The Conduct
Knowledge and Judgment Questionnaires which deal with
the individual's conduct in situations which will re-
veal her interpretation and knowledge of the moral
and social codes and her reaction to them.
Tlie leader in the development of the
"Adjustment Questionnaire" v/as V/oodworth with his
(1) Symonds, Percival DIAG1I03IHG PERSONALITY AND
CONDUCT, Page 159.

"Psychoneurotic Inventory". A number of improvements
have been made on this test, which include the Colgate
Mental Hygiene Test, V/oodworth-Cady Questionnaire,
and the Woodworth-House Mental Hygiene Inventory,
Laird at Colgate University developed a
test for college students which he called a "Personal
Inventory". The divisions of this test are as follows:
"Group I contains questions relating to obsessions,
morbid fears, and doubts. An extreme form represented
by those who answer a large number of the questions
in Group I unfavorably or who have a particularly acute
form of one or more symptoms is knovm as psychasthenia
.
Group II contains questions relating mainly to social
adjustment, and interest in persons and things. The
implication is that persons who manifest poor adjust-
ments of this type indulge excessively in day-dreams
or phantasy thinking and hence have weakened their
contacts with environmental realities. This represents
an abnormal tendency which in extreme cases leads to
schizophrenia or dementia praecox. Group III contains
questions v/hich refer to physical conditions, especial-
ly aches, pains, and discomforts, fatigability, and
anxiety about the health. These questions represent

a tendency which, if extreme, is kno\7n as neurasthenia*
Group IV is composed of questions relating to more
pronounced physical disabilities such as fainting,
paralysis, convulsions, loss of memory, etc. An ex-
treme form of this tendency is Imown as hysteria » A
revised form of the Colgate Personal Inventory omits
the questions in Group IV, "^•'•^
The Personality Inventory by Robert G.
Bernreuter of Stanford University is divided into four
parts: Part I—Neurotic tendency; Part II—Self-
sufficiency; Part III—Introversion-extroversion; and
Part IV—Dominance-submission.
The A-S Reaction Study by Gordon W. Allport
and Floyd H. Allport is a self-rating test v/hich has
been developed for men and for women.
These questionnaires are of assistance to
the educational and vocational guidance counselor, as
well as to the social counselor, if these duties be
divided, in diagnosing the maladjustments of the stu-
dents. ?/hen the cause is found, an important step
has been taken toward adjustment. In most cases it is
(1) Symonds, Percival M., DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY AND
CONDUCT, Page 180.
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impossible to make an adjustment until the cause of
the difficulty has been removed or the student's atti-
tude toward it adjusted.
The Attitude Questionnaires have been
numerous. Most of them have been designed to test
social attitudes. Symonds, Watson, and Moore are
among those who have made up attitude questionnaires,
as well as Allport and Hartman, Hornell Hart, and
Shuttleworth.
The Interest Questionnaires have been devel-
oped for the purpose of vocational and educational
guidance. Through investigation the psychologists have
found that there is a correlation between interests and
occupational distribution. Edward K* Strong, Jr. has
made an extensive study of this. As a result of his
study he has developed a vocational interest blank
for men and one for women.
'i^/hile it has been proved that interests for
a particular thing may change quickly, the individual's
general interests will not change rapidly. It is by
compiling information as to general interest that the
psychologist can give advice as to the type of work in
which the person is likely to succeed.

Another interest test is that of the
University of Minnesota which is called the "Minne-
sota Interest Analysis",
Still another is that by Harry Walker
Hepner, for the Psychological Corporation, called
"Occupations for Women, Directions for Finding Your
Vocational Interests Quotients", This, as the title
indicates, is a self-rating blank.
The "Specific Interest Inventory" by Frances
J. Stewart and Paul P, Brainard was organized for edu-
cational and vocational diagnosis and guidance.
Among the tests of conduct knov/ledge and
judgment are the following: "A Study of Values" by
Gordon W, Allport and Philip E. Vernon; "Comparison
Tests" by Brotemarkle; and the "Ethical Discrim.ination
Test" by S, G. Kohs . Another test is the "Social
Intelligence Test" prepared by F, A, Moss, T. Hunt,
and K, T. Qmwake, In regard to these tests of conduct
knowledge and judgment Symonds has drav/n the follow-
ing conclusion: "It is possible to measure knowledge
and judgment with reference to conduct through the
application of several useful tests which have been

constructed for measuring health. Biblical knov/ledge,
ethical knowledge, etc. These tests have very satis-
factory reliability, comparing favorably with tests
in the school subjects, similarly constructed. They
correlate somewhat with each other and substantially
with intelligence in general. The correlations with
conduct are very low, so that with the less perfect
tests they seem to fail to differentiate between nor-
mal and delinquent Individuals,
"Conclusions from the research work done
with these tests seem to indicate that ansvrers reflect
the code of the group in which the individual happens
to be rather than any reasoned solution to the problem
situation presented for judgment. Tliese codes seem to
be group affairs, and there is a distinct correlation
betv^een conduct and knowledge when groups as a Y/hole
are considered. The lov/ correlations of l^owledge and
conduct for Individuals indicate how distinct the two
forms of activity are. On the other hand, when these
correlations are compared v/ith the correlations be-
tv/een different forms of conduct, there is ground for
the suggestion that perhaps knowledge and judgment of
•lor. .tad
conduct constitute after all the one force, however
ineffective, that works toward integrating conduct. "^^^
The extent to v/hlch these tests are to be
used by a director of personnel should be determined
by the knowledge of the student which is desired. If
these tests are to be given as a matter of form and
"red tape" to be filed av/ay and perhaps never used,
they should not be given. For one reason, this would
be a useless waste of time and money. The students
will quickly find out whether the information in the
questionnaire is used by their advisers. If the stu-
dents think that no one will take an interest in their
answers, they will become very careless in ans¥/ering
the questions and the questionnaire will be v/orthless.
These questionnaires can be of considerable
assistance to the adviser who knov/s how to interpret
the results and use them intelligently in advising
the students. It must be remembered v/hen using these
tests, as with the intelligence tests, that the score
on the test should not be the deciding factor in de-
temining qualifications. If there is a definite trend
(1) Symonds, Percival II., DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY AND
CONDUCT, Page 294.

toward one condition, a thorough study of the student
in regard to this condition should be made before any
decision is made. Under all conditions, where pos-
sible, the student should make the decision. The
counselor gives advice.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS
The ideal personnel program would be one
in v/hich the president of the c ollege would be the
director of personnel and the faculty his assistants.
Unfortunately, this system has not been effective in
most colleges.
Today it is important to have the entire
faculty and administrative offices in sympathy with
and anxious to cooperate in the development of an
effective program. Everyone has an important part
in this program, even though some of them may be very
small.
Throughout the contact of a girl with the
college, she is to be dealt with as an individual.
This is an important point to be stressed. Each girl
is an individual who is to be guided in the choice of
a college, the adaptation to the many new conditions
in college life, and social adjustment. She must be
provided with educational guidance in case of diffi-
culties with her studies, and her program should be
adapted to fit best her interests and ability. If

she needs financial aid, and Is worthy of assistance,
it should be given to her through loans, scholarship,
or employment •
If she is to live away from home, her liv-
ing conditions should be such that she is happy and
the atmosphere should be such that it is conducive
to good college work. If she v/ishes to live in a regu-
lar dormitory, or cooperative house (if there is one),
or with a family, whatever is best for her welfare
should be arranged, if possible.
Everything, to provide for the good health
of the student, should be provided. If corrective ex-
ercise v/ould be beneficial to the student, this should
be provided by the physical education department. The
college nurse and physician should look after the stu-
dents. Follow-up of examinations should be made fre-
quently of those who need it. And at least annual check-
up should be made of all students.
In the cases of serious maladjustment, the
students should be referred to competent psychiatrists,
approved by the college.
Throughout her course she has been given ad-
vice to aid her in her vocational choice. Upon graduation

she seeks a position. The college will recommend
her, follow her up in her job, and if necessary and
possible, make adjustments.
Through the graduate's and her employer's
re3ponse to this follow-up, greater assistance may
be given to succeeding graduates.
Thus the student has been guided through-
out her college career, to make her college life a
full and worthwhile one, and to prepare her for and
place her in an occupation for v/hich she is adapted
and in which she will enjoy v/orking, and make her a
worthy and helpful member of society.
These duties which have been enumerated
are the duties which previously were handled by the
members of the faculty. Due to their heavy program,
and in some cases due to their lack of interest, the
duties were not performed effectively.
Now in order to fill in this deficiency,
the personnel bureau has been developed to coordinate
the educational program with the "complete living"
program of the colleges today. This nev/ provision
does not take away all the responsibility of the faculty

member. He has to be conscious of the personnel
program, to carry on his v/ork with this in mind,
and to be ready and willing to give advice when-
ever it is expedient.
The courses in use today are a compara-
tively nev; development. Each college is trying
hard to formulate an effective program. Only time
v/ill tell hov/ effective these programs may be. Due
to the many individual problems found in each col-
lege it is impossible to set up one program and to
say that this should work in all of the colleges.
The program must be set up to fit the college.
Tlaroughout the programs there must always be one
thought, "the individual student".
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QUKSTIOHNAIRE
FKRSOWiliVL FUNCTIONS IN COLLEGES
ECR 'VOMEN
Freshman Weelv
Do ycu have Freshman ^""eekv
How - many days does last irxclvAe in the profrram
Pl-qs^ check tne events which
n( i^.
and add an^- that you have
wMcn are net listed.
yhysioal e -cnm inat ions
_
Intelligence test (¥;iich one)
A.]-tit".^le tests ^ which tests)
Placement tests ( in what su^iects)
Musical try cuts: orunesLi ^
Vacuity interview
Assemhly--address ty President
Tour of cam.r'-is
Tour of library
..g
Talk on extra-curricula activities
Conference for parents
ii-'reshman Assemhlies
Do you have fresnman assemblies?
low' many do you hove?
low r.ften In YOU ]:ave them? ^
-m-^r hMS --h^^rp-e of tliese assemblies. ,.7 fpip^se
,n^^x. ,-po rio -rou rresent at t: -.e sf:^ - - .
•Mat toTics .u- ^ otv^pr torins presented.)
3hec-'- the follo^^'inG: list and add
..e ^o,. 1..
How to studv
Histor"'^^ of colle'''e
Xd ret i 1 1r t ime
:^udc:et inf-; mon^^y
TT30 cf library
Ocfn.p at ions of g^raduat^s
Taivs by
^^f^^J^^, . .ties for graduates (Please P;ive aOccupational oT'portani . ui
-prir> ^
brief sum-a.- of what is covered under
this .opi..)

Educational r7uidHnce
;Vhc advine3 the student in selection course of r.tu.6.j
In what year is choice cf major made?
Do the students have conferences with faculty members?
Do the faculty mf^mhers have regular office hours when
the students gro free to taiv yyith them about their work?
Do you have anv sr^ecial r.ron;ran f'or educational ??uidanc
If so, please outline briefly.
Counseling
In the case of t'le inabilit;;" of a student to make
social adjustnents, M^ho handles ner problems?
'Vhat attempt is made to re-adjust the student?
Do you have any s-necial program, for the exceptionally
brilliant student?
If so, what?
In the case of phvsical disability of a student; i. e.
a crinple or blind rerson, do you make any snecial pro-
visions for hcr7'
If so, what?

Financial Aii tc 3el f -Suf port ing Students
Do you have scholars'-'ips? How many?
To what extent io thev lielr students?
'^'hat ar-p the aualif icat ions frr these scholarshio?
?
Do you Lave any lean funds?
How larpie a loan r;8y be made?
i'^,T"iat are the oualif ic ot ions reouired tc obtain tlif^ise
leans?
^'>Tn.at are the terms of the loans?
Do you r,rov*.de orrortunit ies for students to earn mone
to ra-j their boarc rr tuition within the coll^s:e?
•"^Lat -^vres of onT.ortunit ie 3 do you offer?
Y'^a i t r o s s iu t y
offloe -"or'v
Lc you attemrt to obtain outside err- loy!r:ent for these
students?
What t7/i^.P3 • -f^ emrloynent do VO'U p:et for them?

Housing Service
Do you h»ve your own 'lormitories?
Do you allow students to reduce their expenses by
waitinp- nn table?
Dc they perform Mny other duties in the dormitories
which may reduce their expenses? ^Vhat?
^Tnst remuneration do they receive for this work?
Do you have co-operative houses? How many?
How m.any sirls? ^'Vhat duties do the girls oerform?
'Vhat are the averaeie expenses for room, and board in the
co-crerative houses?
Do you attempt to olace students v,;ith famiilies where
they m.ay earn their room and board? Hov; many
students are doinn; this now?
Vho has charge of the financial management of the
dormitories?
^'^Tno has charge of the student supervision?
^.irho handles the disciplinary rroblems?
Health and Psychiatric Service
Do you reauire a rhysical examination at the beginning
of the freshman year? Other years?
'A.Tnen?
Do you have any follov/-up on tnese physical examinations?
If so, what?

Do you recalre vaco. inat ion for (1) smallpox,
(2) tyirhcid':'
Do ycu have a medical service which is open to students
throui-rhcut their course?
Do you have a person to counsel the mentally mal9^i,^usted
student?' Wiat is his title?
^'Taat are his duties?
Flo cement Advice and Pollov;-up
Do you tiave a definite vocational guidance r)ros;ram?
Fleas'^ outline briefly.
In what year do you begin your vocational guidance program?
Do you have your students 'aake a study of the occupations
in which they seem to be interested? Do they study
the occu]' at ional opportunities, rem.unerat ion
,
duties, and
training necessary in these occupations?
Do you have them interview successful reorle in these
occuDaticns in order to set first-hand information about the
work?
Do you require the students to be satisfactorily em.nloyed
before a dinloma is granted? If so, how long must they
woi'V?
Do you do any follow-up work on graduates? If so,
to what extent?
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Do jou Qtt-.emrt to ;nMUe any occur at iorici 1 ad iu. straont s ? If
s c to w':'i at e Xt > t
?
Do you ir.aye any analyr-in of tiie occunatlonal iintri'
bu t i. ' n n f o;r adu a t e s ?
Dc you rr.a'-o any analynis of occunational orportunit ies
for p;raiu:- r.es? 'Hie occupational requirements?
Admission
H'hat scholastic ou al i f ic at ions d.o \rou roqulr'^ for ad-
mission?
Dc you rooi.ir^ character recommendations? By ^"hom?
Do you a.lmit u^^on ce:-t if ication? What are the re-
quirement foi' certification?
Do you ren\\ir-e examination? What examinations?
Do jC'^i m.aVp any attem.rt to have an interview with a
'o F-;r ecT, i ve student before siio rep"isters?
Do you mahe any inouirv as to the interests of prosnective
students'"^ ' What kind?
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Dr you atte'npt to advlso t'le prospective student as to
the type of o.clIef:e course she should take, after you have
studiec her scholastic achievements, h'>r character recom-
men'ia,-, ions , and have' discussed h(ir interests with her?
o;.pervisicn o-*^ Tilxtra-Curr icula Activities
Do yo'i have sororitl'^^s or secret societies? How
raar\ ?
Do jc.i have facaltv sponsors? ^'^^nat are their
r'^-sron^'i^ ilit i es?
Dc you '"ave supervision cf sorority finances? By
whcm ?
''inr^en dr. yo'.i allow rushing?
"^n.i.r iTiaicPs t^ie rushing; rules?
'V)-:c sees that they are obeyed?
Dc you have social sororities or societies? How
many?
Do ycu have educational sororities? How many?
miat fields?
Do you have honorary sororities? How many?
j"'ror ""^at classes are the members chos^sn?
Do you have national sororities?
Do you have scholastic recuirements for admission to
social sororities? ^"Hio sets these requirements?
.^Yom what classes are the students admitted to the
:or or it ie s ?

Clasr, Orf^ani zat ions
Do you have clasa hudfTO^s audited? Ry whom?
Do you have olass advisors? If so, wliat are
their duties?
Po you have collecre suoe^^visicn of class functions?
Po v'hat extent?
General
Do you have a director of rersonnel? ^"^at is
hPir title?
^'^-Hiat are her duties?
Is herg a line cr a staff function?
Do you have,' a central file where all the information
about a student is kent? If so where?
^''IHiat forms do you use for student records? ^^ere are
these filed?







